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Abstract 

 

The aim of this thesis, "Alienation in three Amharic novels: Fįk'įr įskä Mäk'abįr, 

Adäfrįs and Kadmas Bašagär,'' is to explore the way human nature and social 

relationship are treated in the selected three novels from the perspective of Marx’s theory 

of alienation. 

 

By way of investigating the notion of alienation this research exposes how the 

consciousness of an individual formulates his/her world view that is the overall 

perception of one’s social position. In this regard an attempt has been made to show how 

the past controls the present and the extent of human freedom. In order to reveal these 

points the different aspects of alienation are displayed with subtitles such as, alienation of 

man from man, alienation from self, dereified consciousness, education and alienation 

and intellectual alienation. 

 

This study has five chapters. The introduction explains why the topic is chosen. It also 

shows the aim, method, scope and significance of the research. 

 

The second chapter reviews available studies that have relations with the research topic. 

This includes both published and unpublished works. In this chapter the framework of 

analysis is also presented, beginning from the etymology of the term alienation, its 

intellectual development, Marx’s concept of alienation and the application of the notion 

after him. 
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The third chapter examines the different aspects of alienation in Fįk'įr įskä Mäk'abįr . 

The discussion shows alienation from the self in terms of prohibition to express one’s 

social and biological natures. When examining the alienation of man from man it 

investigates the world view of people through the notion of reified consciousness. It 

further reveals how this concept leads to the ‘biologising’ of human relationship. These 

two notions reveal how the society perceives of the man-made principles as natural. 

People who are non-conformists to the rules and regulations of the community are 

studied under the notion of ‘dereified' consciousness.   

 

The fourth chapter concentrates on the features of alienation in Adäfrįs. Again the 

alienation of man from man is examined in terms of reified consciousness. People who 

are aware of the artificiality of the social systems are presented under the notion of 

‘dereified' consciousness.  This chapter also examines modern education and alienation 

that are exhibited in Adäfrįs. 

 

The fifth chapter explores how alienation is manifested in Kadmas Bašagär. The 

alienation of man from man is examined through the ‘biologising’ of human relationship. 

It also investigates different aspects of reified consciousness. There is also a discussion 

regarding intellectuals and their conflicting positions in the society. In the conclusion, 

what the research reveals about the concept of alienation in relation to the three novels is 

summarized. Finally, the lists of references used in the thesis are put forward.  
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CHAPTER I 

1. Introduction 

     1.1 The Rationale of the  Study 

It is assumed that the social, political and economic situations of a given society have 

profound effects on the literary expressions of writers who want to come to terms with 

themselves and the reality of their communities. Of all the genres of literature, it is believed 

that the novel tries to give a broader perspective of and deeper insight into the social, political 

and economic forces that operate actively in a given society. This is because “… the fact that 

the novel is in prose helps to establish that sense of ‘real life’-of recognizable everyday 

existence that is the preserve of the genre”. (Hawthorn, 1985:3). Even though this belief does 

not always hold true, what the position of Hawthorn asserts is the capacity of the novel in 

transcending its readers beyond what is literally expressed in the text through language. In 

other words, a novel is not considered as an experiment with language but with ‘real life’ 

situations. The voluminous nature of the novel enables it to treat different social issues from 

various directions.  Because of its close resemblance with the vicissitudes of human existence 

the genre is sometimes interchangeably used with the issue of realism. 

 

This seems to be one of the reasons that compel Wallace Martin (1980:19) to say: “The novel 

is thus relevant to the diagnosis of social and cultural issues.” This assertion encourages the 

writer of this paper to look for social events that could be diagnosed from a different 

direction that might help to understand selected Amharic novels in a new light. Among  the 

available Amharic  literary productions the researcher selects three novels   that she believes 

give in-depth emphasis on human nature and human relationship. These are Haddis 

Alämayähu’s Fįk'įr įskä Mäk'abįr, Dañaćäw Wärk'u’s Adäfrįs and Bäalu Gįrma's Kadmas 
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Bašagär. Although the selected novels are among those which attract the attention of many 

researchers at different levels, there are only a handful of works that try to study human 

nature and social relations that are revealed in these novels. Now, the question that needs to 

be answered is, how do these selected texts treat the phenomena of human nature and social 

relations? What is found suitable to explore the above mentioned issues is the concept of 

alienation that considers a human being's essential nature, the controlling power of the past 

and the extent of human freedom. The multi-faceted features of these points, the writer of this 

paper believes, are thoroughly dealt with in the selected Amharic novels. Since the concept of 

alienation in Amharic novels is less discussed this present research   focuses on exploring the 

different manifestations of this notion in the three literary works. 

 

The concept of alienation has different interpretations in different academic disciplines. 

Consequently, the researcher has to identify from these explanations the one that is 

appropriate for the explication of human nature and relation. In this search for a framework 

of analysis Marx’s theory of alienation is found to be relevant to serve the purpose of this 

study. Examining the novels from this perspective might help us to appreciate the way 

literary pieces submit themselves to various modes of analyses. 

 

     1.2 Aims of the Study 

The main objective of this research is to expose the way human beings and their various 

institutions are treated in the selected literary texts. It also aims at showing the usefulness of 

Marx’s theory of alienation in exploring the image of man in the contexts of the given novels. 

Since there is a tendency of blending Karl Marx with Marxist political movements, his 

contribution to the knowledge of man, particularly his concept of human relationship is 

among the most disregarded ones. Therefore, the research aims to throw some light on the 

views of Marx that play important roles in the advancement of man’s knowledge in general 
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and social interaction in particular. This is a modest attempt by way of revealing  the  issues 

of human nature, self- fulfillment, consciousness and other related issues through Marx’s 

concept of alienation. 

 

     1.3 Methods of the Study 

The researcher relies on library work in undertaking this research. This study being 

qualitative, tries to describe and interpret the given literary texts based on Marx’s theory of 

alienation. The explanations of the term are presented in the literature review of this paper. 

The researcher finds this restriction of the concept essential, since alienation has different 

meanings in different branches of knowledge. Because of this reason the notion of being 

eclectic in using the concept becomes unworkable. One might say, applying such kind of a 

‘foreign’ theory on Amharic literary pieces does not bring justice to these literary 

productions.  This might be true if the theory in question can only be explained within a 

restricted social setting.  However, a universal concept like Marx’s theory of alienation helps 

to expose human condition in any sphere of social relationships. 

 

 An attempt will be made to appropriate the explanations of the concept taking into account 

the social and cultural milieu of the selected Amharic literary works. In trying to explicate the 

human interactions presented in the selected novels, the researcher depends on what is 

expressed in the texts themselves. In other words, the study is solely text-based, focusing on 

scrutinisation of text extracts. The contents of each book are going to be examined separately 

and at the end an attempt will be made to compare and contrast differences as well as 

similarities. Since the selected literary pieces are written in Amharic, English translations of 

pertinent text extracts are put side by side with the original. For Amharic words that are 

utilized as they are, pronunciation key is provided at the outset. Since there is no clear-cut 

guideline as to how to transliterate Amharic characters, the researcher adapts the currently 
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used consonant and vowel symbols by the department of Linguistics at Addis Ababa 

University. Unless and otherwise indicated, all the dates are given according to Gregorian 

calendar. 

 

     1.4 Scope of the Study 

The researcher restricts herself to three selected novels that she believes are competent to 

elaborate the concept under consideration. Such kind of limitation makes an exhaustive 

discussion of the texts in the light of the alienation concept possible. It is also found 

necessary to confine the study within the framework of Marx’s theory of alienation, since the 

explanations of Marx are taken as corner stones that serve the concern of this research best. 

 

     1.5 Significance of the Study 

The outcome of this research could be used by teachers and students of literature, in their 

teaching-learning process of the interdisciplinary nature of literature and the openness of 

literary pieces for all kinds of analyses. Studying the way human nature and human relation 

are revealed in a work of literature directs the attention of students to a critical contemplation 

of humanity in general and their society in particular. It might force them to think whether 

society and culture are obstacles to one’s freedom. What is more, this kind of discussion will 

give a deeper insight into the artistry and meaning of a work of literature. This, the researcher 

believes, might benefit students of literature when trying to give a sound interpretation and 

evaluation of any literary piece.  Having presented the rationale, determined the objectives, 

the method, the scope and the significance of the study, the researcher would now like to 

present the review of the related literature. 
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CHAPTER II 

Review of Related Literature 

 

As explained in the rational of this research, the selected novels are among Amharic literary 

works that attract the attention of many researchers at different levels. Starting from reviews 

on newspapers and magazines, we find B.A Senior essays, M.A theses, Ph. D dissertations 

and papers presented for different literary periodicals. The studies that consider the selected 

three novels reach about sixty-six without including those works that appear in magazines 

and newspapers. Therefore, one may ask:- if these works are examined by researchers whose 

number surpasses sixty five why focus on them again? Are there no other Amharic literary 

productions worthy of consideration? Or is it because it is easy to follow the route of others? 

However, no matter how many studies are done on a certain literary piece, it is always open 

to new exploration from various perspectives. Consequently, the present researcher wants to 

examine the chosen novels in a new light apart from the issues other researchers have raised. 

These novels are chosen not because they are Amharic literary canons or due to lack of other 

works. The reason behind the selection, as pointed out in the introduction, is to reveal their 

capability of exposing how the system man himself makes influences the human interaction 

expressed in the novels. 

 

Since the concern of this study is the concept of alienation, the researcher would like to 

investigate how this is reflected in the selected literary texts. Although the available 

literatures on the selected novels are abundant, what the researcher reviews is the works that 

have significant relation to this present study in one way or another. 
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Through the examination of the works that are done on these novels, the researcher has 

learned that their focuses mainly revolve around characterization, the study of theme, the 

analysis of different social customs, examination of literary techniques, style of the author 

and the use of different types of oral literature. There are also a handful of biographical 

works regarding the authors of the novels. Since the bulk of these research outputs fall into 

B.A theses, the researcher begins her assessment of the related literature by carefully 

examining them as presented here under.  

 

Täšomä Yįmär (1980) studies the social outlook of the character Gudu Kasa in Fįk'įr įskä 

Mäk'abįr. He explains that Gudu Kasa plays a significant role in the class struggle of his 

society. However, he represents not the oppressed but the bourgeoisie; besides he does not 

have a clear idea as to how to struggle. Täšomä sees the attempt of Gudu Kasa in changing 

the world view of his community as an abortive class struggle. For him, it is because Gudu 

Kasa fails to communicate his philosophy of life that he becomes alienated from his society. 

Täšomä's study, one can infer, more or less depends on the Marxism-Leninism ideology that 

demands such characters to be revolutionary, although the researcher does not say this 

explicitly. However he fails to explain the many aspects of social tensions that bring forth the 

issue of alienation. He does not try to analyze the position of ‘Gudu Kasa’ in relation to the 

overall outlook of the community. This present study differs from his because it is not a 

character analysis. What it tries to show is not a status of a single character but human nature 

and human relationship based on the framework of Marx’s concept of alienation. 

 

Yįlma Dämįsäw (1994) is another researcher who investigates the point of view of three 

characters towards their society. He takes one character from Fįk'įr įskä Mäk'abįr and one 

from Adäfrįs. These are Gudu Kasa and Adäfrįs. According to Yįlma these two characters 

are revolutionaries and want to modulate the system of the society. Yįlma does not delve into 
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the consciousness of these characters by way of explaining their worldview. Instead, he links 

them to the authors who create them and states:  

... Ñ<Æ "X T%u[cu<” u}SKŸ} �T>“Ñ^†¨<' �T>ÁÅ`Ò†¨<“ K?KA‹ eKc< 
�T>“Ñ\ƒ vw³—¨< ŸÅ^c=¨< ew°“ ¾S’Û SJ“†¨< K=K¨p }‹LDM:: ›Åõ`e 
ÅÓV Ÿ=’-Øuw”“ }ðØa” u}SKŸ} uT>^kk¨< ”ÓÓ\ uŸòM ŸÅ^c=¨< ew°“ 
}Ò`„ }Ñ˜…M:(Ñê' 65) 

 
It has been discovered that the speeches of Gudu Kasa concerning the community, his 

deeds and what others say about him stem from the personality of the author himself. 

The way Adäfrįs philosophizes about nature and art shares resemblance with the 

temper of the author. (This and subsequent translations are mine). 

 

As the above quotation shows, the researcher relates the revolutionary characters to their 

authors, even though his comparison is not substantiated with pieces of evidence. He does not 

explain the reasons as to why the characters he mentions, perceive their community 

differently, when explaining the characters standpoint towards their society. It is the present 

researcher’s belief that examining the social outlook of characters in relation to the 

personalities of their authors does not give the characters' point of view without considering 

the overall social situation and relationship of other people. 

 

Among the M.A theses that are going to be reviewed, S'ägaye Wädajo's (1983) work is one. 

S'ägaye discusses themes and literary techniques in Bäalu Gįrma’s novels. S'ägaye states that 

in Kadmas Bašagär Bäalu, through Abärra reveals the importance of self-evaluation and 

criticism. He describes of these phenomena as unique in Amharic literature. He concludes by 

stating that Bäalu significantly points out the theme of life. However, S'ägaye does not touch 

the issue of alienation among the many themes that he explains as the themes of life. In fact, 

he does not explain how self-evaluation and self-criticism relate to the world view of 

characters, in relation to their consciousness. In this paper, an attempt will be made to reveal 

how the overall social situation and the way they are presented lead to the concept of 

alienation and understanding of the perspectives that are manifested in Kadmas Bašagär.  
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Täklu Minas (1983) examines Dañaćäw Wärk'u’s two novels and three plays. He explains 

that Adäfrįs shows the conflict of traditional and modern values. He says: “Danachew 

Worku gives his audience a panoramic view of a tradition bound and change resistant 

Ethiopian society which should be necessarily affected by modern influences and 

consequently should change for the better” (1983: 21). As to the concept of alienation that 

comes to the foreground due to the contrast between the traditional and the modern social 

systems, Täklu Minas does not discuss. The current study, however, tries to expose how the 

tension between tradition bound society and modern outlook lead to the very idea of 

alienation. 

 

S'ägaye Haylu’s (1987) “Haddis Alemayehu as a social critic” investigates the life philosophy 

of the author in conjunction with the ideas reflected in his works. He talks of the author as 

‘man of two  worlds’ namely modern and  tradition-bound. He elaborates how Haddis 

criticizes the political, religious and overall morality of the system in a rather mild way. 

S'ägaye does not mention whether the author wants to manifest the phenomenon of alienation 

or his own alienation from the society he criticizes through his works. In fact, what he states 

about the author refutes the above point. It reads: “… coupled with the exalted positions 

Haddis enjoyed, his western education and diplomatic service put their unmistakable mark on 

his outlook in general and his critical works in particular” (1987: 9). Therefore, according to 

S'ägaye, Haddis finds himself in a comfortable position to comment on whatever he feels is 

wrong. However, the purpose of this present study is not to examine the life philosophy of 

the author in relation to the concept of alienation. What will be attempted in this present work 

is explicating the texts themselves through Marx’s concept of alienation. 
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There are four Ph. D theses that consider the selected literary works in their studies. The first 

is Thomas Leiper Kane’s (1975) published work. In his Ethiopian Literature in Amharic, he 

talks of the problem of acculturation due to western education. However, he states that the 

Ethiopian author is unwilling to face and treat the problems ‘westernization’ brings to the 

country frankly. Regarding alienation what he writes is a passing remark. He states: “In any 

case, some writers indicated that there is some sense of alienation as a result of study abroad” 

(1975: 143). As to what this sense of alienation is and in what ways it is manifested, Kane 

does not explain. 

 

In his published Ph. D dissertation, Reidulf Molvaer (1980) examines twelve Amharic works 

and shows their sociological value. His focus is not the concept of alienation, rather he talks 

about changing Ethiopia from its traditional way of life. In this respect he explains how 

Ethiopian authors exhibit the influences of change, (both foreign and indigenous), the 

attitudes to change, (conservatives, radicals, escapists) areas of change (education, 

urbanization, economic development) and how the novels that he examines envisage change 

and the building of a new society. What the selected three novels say about alienation due to 

the different social changes explained above is not explored in Molvaer’s work. 

 

Fįk're Tolosa (1983) after examining it from a realistic point of view, praises Fįk'įr įskä 

Mäk'abįr  as the first Amharic realistic  novel. (p. 183). He sees Dañaćäw Wärk'u’s Adäfrįs 

as a contribution to the further development of the Amharic novel. (p. 228). As to Bäalu 

Gįrma’s Kadmas Bašagär, he states that Bäalu Gįrma enhances Amharic realism in his own 

way. (p. 244). However, he does not mention anything about the notion of alienation in these 

works. 
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Taye Assäfa (1986) in his “Form in the Amharic Novel” slightly touches upon the concept 

under consideration, when he discusses the form of Adäfrįs. The major preoccupation of this 

study is the formal elements of ten novels. He mentions all the selected novels and 

investigates their form. When he examines the first chapter of Adäfrįs, he addresses the idea 

of dehumanization, which is an important aspect of alienation. He uses the word alienation on 

p. 195 when he explains the conversation of Adäfrįs and the peasants. He states: “In the 

above depiction [Adäfrįs  pp 43-44] Adafres's alienation is shown through the 

communication break down between him and the peasants”. Taye’s study is a good example 

of showing how one can arrive at a sound interpretation of a certain literary piece through 

explicating its form. We find the mention of alienation only in his discussion of two 

occasions in Adäfrįs . However, in this current study  an attempt will be made to reveal how 

the notion of alienation helps to explicate the human relations explained in the novel. 

 

The other studies examined are Zärihun Asfaw’s survey of researches on Bäalu Gįrma and 

Fäkadä Azäzä’s paper on the significance of description and dialogue in the first chapter of 

Adäfrįs . Zärihun Asfaw (1992) reviews most of the works that are done on Bäalu Gįrma’s 

works including Kadmas Bašagär. His review comprises of thirty studies, twenty six of them 

B.A senior essays, two of them Master’s theses and the other two Ph. D dissertations. He 

concludes by saying that the focuses of these studies are narrative techniques, 

characterization, style, social customs and theme. He also states that there is a room for 

further exploration on the works of Bäalu Gįrma. 

 

Fäkadä Azäzä (1998) in his "Yägäläs'ana Yämįlįlįs Fayda bä Adäfrįs Yämäjämrya Mįįraf 

" (The Significance of Description and Dialogue in the first chapter of Adäfrįs) reviews all 
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the works that have raised different issues on Adäfrįs. Fundamentally, his aim is to show the 

unique literary technique of Dañaćäw Wärku, through dialogue and description, by taking the 

first chapter. As can be seen the major preoccupation of the researcher is with technique. 

What the present researcher wants to examine however, is the human interaction that is 

exposed in the novel through the concept of alienation. As Fäkadä uses the technique of the 

author to come up with his interpretation, an attempt will be made to further expose human 

relations based on the framework of Marx’s theory of alienation. 

 

The study that has touched upon the alienation concept to a large extent belongs to Yonas 

Admasu (2000). In a special issue of the Ethiopian Journal of Languages and Literature that 

is dedicated in honour of Dr. Haddis Alämayähu on the occasion of his ninetieth birthday, 

Yonas presents a critique on the way Haddis Alämayähu portrays his criticism of the society. 

Yonas points out that the overall idea of Fįk'įr įskä Mäk'abįr could be stated as the question 

of humanity. He shows this through examining the abuse of some ‘inalienable rights’ of 

human beings, mainly freedom of choice. As Yonas elaborates, the characters in the book are 

representatives of people with similar conditions within the overall framework of the society. 

What they (the characters) reveal is how their community is structured in an evil way and 

how it exhibits its dehumanized state. Yonas examines the issue of alienation in connection 

with dehumanization. In fact, his main concern seems to be exposing the total 

dehumanization of the community. Regarding the two terms he states:  

 
¾cw›©’ƒ S”Öõ ŸvÃ}ª`’ƒ(alienation) �“ Ÿõ`p’ƒ (anomie) Ò` 
ŸSSdcMU ›Mö ¾T>q^˜v†¨< G<’@K−‹ ›K< :: (Ñê :108). 
   

The notion of dehumanization has resemblance and connection with the concepts of alienation and anomie. 

 

However, Yonas examines a limited aspect of alienation that is the notion of dehumanization. 

As he himself points out on pages 108-109 (note) alienation has so many aspects. It is the 
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extension of the concept that differentiates the present study from his. Moreover, this paper 

tries to examine the different manifestations of alienation based on the alienation theory that 

is proposed by Karl Marx. Effort will be made to throw light on the aspects of alienation 

from this perspective. What is more, Yonas examines the dehumanization concept only in 

Fįk'įr įskä Mäk'abįr. But in this present study Adäfrįs and Kadmas Bašagär are included. 

 

The above studies are taken as related and relevant to the current study. As the writer of this 

paper tries to show, even if the raw materials are the same, the approach different researches 

take to analyze the selected novels differ. Since the present perspective also varies from the 

above-mentioned studies, it is necessary to provide the framework of analysis. This point will 

be dealt thoroughly in the coming section. 

 

   2.1 The Etymology of Alienation 

The term alienation before it comes to possess its several meanings, has been in the English 

language for several centuries. According to Raymond Williams  (1983:33) “It has been used 

in English from C14 to describe an action or estranging or state of estrangement….” It is 

Richard Schact that thoroughly examines the traditional uses of both the English and the 

German original. Concerning the etymology of the English term he states:  

 

The Latin origin of “alienation” is alienatio. This noun derives its meaning from the 

verb alienare (to make something another’s, to take away, remove). Alienare, in turn, 

derives from alienus (belonging or pertaining to another). And alienus derives 

ultimately from alius  (meaning “other” as an adjective or “another” as a noun). 

(1970:9).  
 

The sense of separation that we notice in the Latin original is utilized to refer to different 

situations. Schact explains its use in terms of transfer of ownership, mental disorder and 

interpersonal estrangement. The first use of alienation is understood in legal contexts. 

Williams elaborates that this transfer includes rights, estates and money. He states: “This was 
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then extended to the result of such a transfer, a state of something having been alienated” 

(1983: 33 emphasis added). The second meaning, that is, alienation as a mental disorder is 

used to explain a derangement of mental faculties that is insanity. The person is said to be 

alienated from his/her mental powers or senses. Schact investigates the third use as 

interpersonal estrangement, which initially refers to being cut off from the knowledge of 

God. However, as Schact further elaborates this use is transferred to denote personal 

relationships. Williams mentions a “… sense of deliberate and contrived interference in a 

customary family relationship, usually that of husband and wife” (Ibid., 34). 

 

Schact further points out the meaning of interpersonal estrangement in terms of loss of 

intimacy among people. Since it is German philosophers that are identified with the term 

alienation predominantly, Schact seems to find it necessary to analyze the original term in 

German that is Entfremdung. Both terms used to be applied in similar cultures, as a result the 

use of Entfremdung becomes identical to that of the English alienation. 

 

The etymology of the term alienation is presented here to provide a background for the 

different meanings of alienation, and to compare and contrast the meaning Marx attributes to 

the term. However, it is not the traditional or the standard uses of the concept that throw light 

on the understanding of Marx’s theory of alienation, but its intellectual development. 

Therefore, in the coming section the development of the notion that links us to Marx’s 

reinterpretation of the alienation concept will be elaborated briefly. 

 

 

2.2 The Intellectual Development of the Concept, Alienation 
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Alienation as The International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences (1968:264) states, it 

is“… a concept of considerable antiquity, whose metaphysical origins have been veiled in the 

course of time by the progressive secularization of Western thought”. As the above quotation 

shows, alienation used to be the point of discussion as far back as the times of ancient 

civilization. As western thought begins to be systematic, the concept continues to enjoy a 

prominent place and considerable development. According to Erich Fromm (1955:112)“… 

the concept is a much older one; it is the same to which the prophets of the Old Testament 

referred to as idolatry.” In the act of idolatry, man begins to obey and even worship his/her 

own creations that alienate him/her from himself/herself. We find the concept in theological 

discussion as alienation from the life of God based on Christian scriptures or the New 

Testament. The discussion of the concept is still alive in theological circles. Raymond 

Williams writes: “There is the surviving theological sense, normally a state rather than an 

action, of being cut off, estranged from the knowledge of God, or from his mercy or his 

worship” (1983:34). 

 

The discussion of alienation in theological circles resembles the ideas of the Greek 

philosopher Plato. In book ten of his The Republic, Plato talks about the immortality of the 

soul. The pure and perfect soul, by being forced to live in this mundane world becomes 

polluted. This pollution comes forth due to “… the associations of the body and other evils” 

(1954:315). From Plato's explanation we can infer that the soul is displaced from its true 

residence. Therefore, it is alien to this physical, and imperfect world. When explaining to 

Glaucon what the belief in the immortality of the soul brings, he talks about holding the 

upper road, following justice and wisdom. He further states: “… we shall be friends to 

ourselves and to the gods .…” (Ibid., 325) Looking forward to eternal life in the form of 

immortal soul implies alienation from the tangible world. When Plato states about being a 
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friend to the self, he in a way is talking about religious alienation. This is so, because 

essentially the place of the immortal soul is with the gods. Similarly, a life, which is 

separated from a life of God, is an alienated existence in theological circles. Even if Plato 

never uses the terms estrangement or alienation, what he elaborates about the soul’s 

displacement and being friends to ourselves takes us to the notion of being estranged from 

ourselves and from this world. Consequently, we can say that his position is one of the early 

discussions on the concept. 

 

Although the concept of alienation exists in different forms, it is Hegel who is said to 

systematically utilize it. However, he does not come up with a totally new idea but develops 

the ideas of his predecessors and contemporaries. According to Schact “ The main 

philosophical context in which the term “ alienation” was employed prior to Hegel was that 

of political theory-in particular that of social contract theory”. (1970:16) Among the 

theoreticians of the natural rights philosophy, whose ideas are considered important, Schact 

presents the ideas of Hugo Grotius, Thomas Hobbes, John Locke and Jean-Jacques Rousseau. 

Regarding the theories these people uphold, Ernest Mandel states: “ The social contract 

theory maintained that in organized society, the individual must forfeit a certain number of 

individual rights to the state as the representative of the collective interest of the community.” 

(1973:13). The issue of alienation in the social contract theory comes to the fore when an 

individual forsakes his/her own right and free will for the benefit of his/her society. Hence 

the alienation is a voluntary act. Since the individual transfers his/her sovereign authority for 

others, in order for the society to exist, he/she is said to be alienated from his/her natural 

power. However, one of the proponents of social contract, Jean-Jacques Rousseau is “… one 

of the first to decry significantly a loss of man’s humanity through ‘alienation’” (Rippere, in 

Mosaic, Literature and Alienation Vol. 2, No. 1, 1968:101). Rousseau argues that the 
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individual’s transfer of his/her liberty for the sake of other people does not serve the 

community as long as the action alienates the person from his/her power. 

 

Quite differently from the social contract theory Hegel’s contemporary Fichte uses the term 

in relation to religious alienation similar to Plato. His view is presented in Victoria Rippere, 

as follows: 

The idea of God as legislator through the moral law in us is thus based on an 

alienation of something of ours (eine Entäusserung des unserigen), on transfer of 

subjectivity (uebertragung eines subjectiven) to a being outside (ausser) us, and this 

alienation is the actual principle of religion, to  the extent that it should be used for 

determining the will. (Ibid., p. 103). 

 

As Fichte elaborates, one has to denounce his/her free will in order to serve God. This means 

when a person acts according to the moral law in him/her, he/she is considered as an object, 

because he/she transfers his/her subjectivity to an external power that is the moral giver. 

Therefore, the principle of religion is founded on rejecting the tangible world to the spiritual 

one.  

 

The other contemporary of Hegel whose contribution to both Hegel’s and Marx’s concepts of 

alienation considered important is Friedrich Schiller. Concerning his contribution, Rippere 

states: “His double contribution to it, in his portrayal of modern man’s lamentable condition, 

is nevertheless extremely important for the development of Hegel's Feuerbach’s and above 

all, Marx’s conceptions of alienation” (Ibid., 99). Schiller mentions the concept of alienation 

in terms of being stranger to one’s state and world. As Schact elaborates “… Schiller 

maintains that there presently exists a disparity between man’s actual condition (“in time”) 

and his true, essential nature (“in idea”).” (1970:23). When discussing the actual conditions 

of man and his/her essential nature, Schiller considers modern society and culture as 

constraints of a person’s self- realization. This aspect of his idea is taken and developed both 
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by Hegal and Marx differently. Schiller is also known for his notion of an ‘alienation of the 

artist’. He suggests distancing self from artistic expression to give the literary piece dignity 

and quality. He states  

 

… Even in poems of which it’s often said that love or friendship, etc, itself guided the 

poet’s brush, he must have begun by becoming a stranger to himself (sich selbst 

fremd werden), by separating the object of his inspiration from his individuality, by 

regarding his passion from a tempering distance. Ideal beauty only becomes possible 

through a freedom of the spirit  (Freiheit des Geistes), through autonomous activity 

(Selbsttätigkeit) that suspends the dominion of passion. (in Rippere,  Mosaic 

Literature and Alienation, Vol. 2, No. 1, 1968:106).  

 

As Rippere explains, the notion of becoming a stranger to oneself for the purpose of realizing 

one’s individuality is not Schiller’s invention. However, what is noticed here is his 

conception of the separation between a person and his/herself. The idea throws light on the 

conception of man as alien to him/herself. Such thinkers influence the concept of alienation 

that is utilized by both Hegel and Marx. 

 

Hegel gives a new meaning and interpretation for the alienation concept. His ideas focus on 

absolute knowledge, self-consciousness and most importantly spirit. Axelos states these ideas 

by saying, “In absolute knowledge, science, consciousness, and self consciousness are 

reconciled, and absolute knowledge is the absolute knowing of absolute spirit, of absolute 

subject”. (1976:34). The absolute knowledge and absolute ideas of Hegel’s are difficult 

concepts to grasp. This concept is related to alienation because he discusses about self-

alienated spirit. For Hegel, an individual gets position and existence in the presence of 

culture. In this process, the individual is passing through the act of self-alienation from the 

spirit. Consequently, the individual, in order to be part of the concrete world should be 

alienated from his/her essential self (the spirit). However, the spirit retains its existence 

through the power of faith. The person's being in the becoming process therefore is 
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dialectical. These two phenomena are as Hegel elaborates opposites by nature. He states: “… 

the present actual world has its antithesis directly in its beyond…” (1977:195) The following 

quotation from Axelos manifests what are involved in this being-becoming process. We read: 

“Nothingness, negativity, and contradiction remain inherent in the being-in-becoming which 

characterizes both the totality of the world and every particular ontic reality.” (1976:30). The 

self-alienation from spirit as the above statement shows therefore is an inevitable dialectical 

process in the lives of human beings. For Hegel, anything we produce out of ourselves, be it 

an idea or labour is in some way separated from us in the process. “ He therefore arrived at 

the conclusion that every and any kind of labor is alienated labor because in any society and 

under any conditions men will always be condemned to become separated from the products 

of their labor” (Mandel and Novack, 1973:16). 

 

Hegel further sees alienation as a mediating agent between self-consciousness and the 

universal. Walter Kaufmann in his introduction to Richard Schact’s book Alienation states:  

" In fact, Hegel went on to develop a different conception of man and his place in the world 

of spirit, and of the nature of reality. This is the context in which Hegel’s discussion of 

alienation has its place." (1970:xxxiii). As Kaufmann explains, for Hegel, the alienation is 

essentially a mental process. It deals with man, his/her place in the world of spirit and the 

nature of reality. The combination of these three concepts brings forth the actuality of the 

individual. To become actual man must be alienated from his essential spirit nature. 

However, this individuality itself exists in the mind of the person. Hegel explains: “… 

individuality really only exists in someone’s mind, an imaginary existence which has no 

abiding place in this world, where only that which externalizes itself, and, therefore, only the 

universal obtains an actual existence” (1977:298). Therefore, in reality, the individual is 

alienated both from the spirit and the social world. Explaining Hegel’s use of alienation, 
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Schact writes: "Hegel's use of alienation was two fold. At times he uses it to refer to a 

separation or discordant relation, such as might obtain between the individual and the social 

substance, or (as “self-alienation”)" between one’s actual condition and essential nature” 

(1970:43). Hence, Hegel links the self-alienated spirit with both the essential nature of man 

and the social substance. The individual when trying to reconcile with his/her society has to 

conform to the culture contrary to his/her self-consciousness. This conformation brings forth 

the issue of self-alienation, which is inevitable in Hegelian term.  

 

The other thinker whose name is often mentioned in connection with Marx’s concept of 

alienation is Ludwig Feurbach. Feurbach talks about alienation in religious terms. For 

Feurbach the discussion revolves around ‘God as the agent of alienation’. He elaborates of 

religion as the notion that comprises the alienation of man from his/her true nature. Dennis 

Wrong (1985) says of Feurbach’s position as follows:  

 

Ludwig Feurbach regarded religion as a prototype of alienation: the projection of 

human qualities into imaginary beings who were then regarded as independent, 

external powers to whom man must abase himself. The overcoming of alienation 

required the rejection of religious beliefs and authorities in the name of a secular 

materialistic humanism (Partisan Review, Vol. 52, No. 3, 227). 
 

Feurbach treats religion as an instrument of estrangement because it forces others to live in 

an imaginary religious world, while the reality is different. For him, human beings transfer 

their abilities and powers to God and beginto be dominated by these same attributes they give 

to God. Then they obey and worship their own powers and live in fear and awe of the 

supernatural. As a result, “Secular authorities then utilize this fear, awe and servility to 

dominate the masses. Men are dominated by other men through the very powers they 

transferred to God”. (Nielsen in  Mosaic Literature and Alienation, Vol. 2, No. 1, 1968: 125). 

This notion of Feurbach, Nielsen suggests, lays the ground for the concept of worker’s 

alienation from his/her product in Marx’s theory. However, the concept of man for Feurbach 
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is abstract, isolated and individualized. (Marx; 1976:102-103). Hence alienation for Feurbach 

is alienation from the highest human power in a philosophical and abstract sense. Even if 

Feurbach lays the ground for ‘materialistic humanism’ thought “… he resolves the essence of 

religion into the essence of man”. (Ibid., 100). Feurbach does not consider "…  the historical 

conditions for the realization of the natural powers of man.” (Walton and Gamble, 1976:8). 

These intellectual developments about the nature of man and his place in the world influence 

the Marxian theory of alienation. The rationale behind examining these developments is 

expressed in the following statement of James White: “Marx’s use of borrowings from the 

German philosophical tradition implied a belief that these ideas had an important function in 

explaining how the real world functioned” (1996:157). Having the background of the concept 

of alienation, the researcher next presents a brief explanation of Marx’s theory of alienation. 

 

     2.3 Marx’s Theory of Alienation 

According to White, Marx uses the above discussed intellectual outputs on the concept of 

alienation in a different way. The alienation theory of Karl Marx is found in “… the first 

important document of Marx’s thought, the Paris Manuscripts of 1844….” (Ibid.,1) These 

manuscripts are also known as, The Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts of 1844. 

(Walton and Gamble, 1976:1) These manuscripts lay the foundation of Marx’s theory of 

alienation as it is received today. When the manuscripts are published for the first time in 

1932 there arises a controversy regarding the uniformity of Marx’s thought. 

 

Some label Marx’s idea of alienation as the thought of the young and therefore immature 

Marx. As a result distinction is made between the young and mature Marx. There emerge two 

camps:- the first advocates the uniformity of Marx’s thought and the other says the ideas of 

the young Marx should not receive serious consideration. However, scholars who specialize 
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in the writings of Marx do not accept these disputes. Axelos for instance states: “Marx’s 

thought is a unitary thing. There are not two Marxes, the early and the late, the youthful and 

the mature. Thought is the sort of thing that undergoes development as a unitary process”. 

(1976:45). In fact, the controversies rise due to politically opposite camps. One group accepts 

the early works and rejects writings that advocate socialism and communism. The other 

group in its turn idealizes his later works and rejects the early manuscripts as the thought of 

the immature Marx. 

 

Meszaros in response to those who said Marx drops the concept after 1844 states: “ The 

simple answer is that he did not drop the word at all, let alone the concept. As a matter of fact 

there is ample evidence to show that Marx went on using the word  “alienation” up to the 

very end of his life. (1975:221-222). Paul Thomas in agreement with the above scholars 

elaborates that Marx is concerned with immediate and practical phenomena when he 

produces his writings. Hence, his works are provoked by social and political disputes that 

need immediate theoretical explanations. (1991: 42). Therefore, one should not expect to find 

one and same idea throughout his writings. For James White, the controversies come to the 

fore due to misconceptions of Marx’s thought, he asserts: "…whether any great change 

occurred between the ‘young’ and the ‘mature’ Marx is symptomatic of how little is known." 

(1996:1). In this part of the paper an attempt will be made to reveal what Marx’s theory of 

alienation signifies. 

 

What Marx basically does is demystify those abstract notions into practical applications. 

Marx starts his theory from the definition of man. For him man is essentially a social being. 

(Walton and Gamble, 1976:2) This social being has biological or natural as well as social 

natures. The biological nature is manifested in the need to eat and procreate oneself. The 
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social natures are difficult to distinctly put because in most cases they are socially produced. 

Among the social needs that human beings share we find the need to cooperate, to love, to 

participate in creative activities, to be free, to be identified with a community and to possess a 

self identity. We can also call these qualities spiritual nature. Therefore, apart from the 

socially produced attributes that are limited in given societies, all people need to eat, to 

procreate to be free and to have a self identity. 

 

According to Ollman’s interpretation, man is differentiated into natural and species man. The 

qualities that defined man as natural are similar to those that are labeled as biological nature 

above. For Ollman, “ The powers most frequently associated with natural man, with human 

beings as living parts of nature are labor, eating and sex” (1971:79). Labour is taken in 

Ollman’s definition as an attribute of a natural man because natural beings express their 

essence through labour. Therefore, labour is an important process in the historical 

development of the social being, man. These attributes of a natural man are also termed as 

animal functions because basically they are means and actions of survival that animals also 

share. However, “… man as a species is distinct from animals by virtue of his ability to 

engage in purposive production”. (Walton and Gamble, 1976:5). Through the process of 

labour man unlike animals, gets victory over nature and dominates it. By doing this, man 

becomes alienated from nature. However, man overcomes this kind of alienation through 

social division of labour. This division is based on physiological foundation hence it is 

natural. The purposive production that is discussed above distinguishes man from other 

creatures. Therefore, one can talk about man in terms of a species being. It is Ollman who 

again gives us the explanation of this notion. He states: “As a species being, man can be 

distinguished from other living things, for he now possesses qualities which are uniquely his 
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own” (1971: 84). Hence, man is distinguished from other species by its capacity for knowing 

itself along with the social nature described earlier. 

 

In the production process the species should produce to the whole not to particular members 

of the species. However, man’s relation to his productive activity becomes alienated due to 

division of labour. This kind of division by itself is necessary for the further historical 

development of man. What brings forth the issue of alienation is the division that takes place 

as a result of private property that further helps to form society into classes. In light of this 

explanation the division of labour which forces production to be beneficial only to parts of 

the species is “… the estranged, alienated positioning of human activity of the species” 

(Walton and Gamble, 1976:13-14). The division of labour that treats a producer as a 

commodity, creates a condition, where the producer becomes a stranger to his/her own labour 

and product, because he/she no longer attaches him/herself to the production activity. 

“Activity cannot be unalienated activity if its product is alienation; for the product is nothing 

but the sum of activity, of production” (Meszaros, 1975: 147) This detachment of man from 

his/her own labour is what Marx calls labour's self-alienation or alienated labour. In this 

process, man becomes unable to control his/her own labour, hence, the situation leaves 

him/her powerless. According to Richard Schact's interpretation of Marx's concept of 

alienation what it refers to is "… related in some way to a certain surrender: namely the 

surrender of one's control over one's product and labour." (1970: 91-92). Therefore, when 

man loses control over his/her own product and labour by submitting to the powers of his/her 

production, he/she becomes alienated. This way, a person, not only alienates him/herself 

from labour but also from him/herself since a person's labour and product are expressions of 

his/her human essence. 
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In such a system of alienation man is "… reduced to the level of an animal, a slave, and a 

machine. Common to all of these descriptions is the idea of sinking to a subhuman level, or 

dehumanization."(Ibid., 110). Hence, denying the sociality of an individual and forcing 

him/her to act contrary to his/her essential nature is making a person depersonalized; it is 

killing the human self-expression and development of one’s natural powers. From what we 

have gathered so far, we can discuss about alienation of labour from its product, which refers 

to estrangement of the production activity, due to private property ownership. There is also 

its subsequent human self-alienation, since a person no longer expresses him/herself through 

his/her labour as long as he/she is reduced to the level of a machine. This results in the 

alienation of man from man, since the division of labour creates a class society, in which the 

powerful considers the powerless as mere means to the end of private wealth accumulation. 

All the above features indicate for Marx, man’s alienation from his/her species nature. In 

other words, man remains apart from the qualities that distinguishes him from other living 

creatures. The situation makes it difficult to label such a person a human being or an animal, 

as a result Ollman states “… the reversal of his [man’s] species relations to activity, 

production and other men have gone the full distance, and man has succeeded in becoming 

all that he is not.” (1971:153). 

 

Nielsen, by generalizing Marx’s theory of alienation states the following: “ For Marx the 

problem of alienation revolves around three factors: the actual needs of men, the ingredients 

of a morally desirable life, and whether the institutions of society conduce to or militate 

against the satisfaction of men’s needs” (in Mosaic Literature and Alienation, Vol. 2, No. 1, 

1968: 124). As the above quotation explains the issue of alienation comes to the fore since 

Marx notices disparity among the essential needs of human beings, the life they lead and 
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most of all the way society operates. It is the defects Marx sees in human existence that 

forces him to focus on alienation and its possible transcendence. 

 

The system of alienation brings forth the issue of reification. This concept is sometimes 

interchangeably used with the notion of ‘fetishism of commodities’ which refers to people’s 

misconception of the products of labour. This concept is utilized to elaborate how the 

relationship between people turns out to be a relationship between things. This notion 

especially applies for the system of capitalism where men relate to each other not as human 

beings but in economic terms. In other words, "… people engaged in one trade tend to see 

their fellows only as customers or through the lenses of whatever economic relations they 

have with them." (Mandel and Novack, 1973:26)  However, the meaning of reification is not 

limited only to the system of capitalism. Walton and Gamble simply state of reification as 

“… the process of comprehension of the world under alienation.” (1976:18). In this process 

people start to accept the alienated system as natural. Reified consciousness helps the 

different aspects of alienation to take root in the society. Axelos further defined the concept 

as: “In the world of reification, the past rules the present, the present is sordid, and the future 

is blocked” (1976:292). Therefore, reification that is founded on man-made social 

relationship is conceived as normal. Since it does not comply with a human being's essential 

nature for Marx this kind of consciousness is “false consciousness” (Walton and Gamble, 

1976:19). 

 

Although the bulk of Marx’s theory of alienation is derived from a capitalist society, Marx 

also applies it to a feudal system. In fact, he starts to explain his theory from how labour is 

alienated from land and how reified consciousness is formed in this process. Marx elaborates 

that when landed property has reached a relatively high degree of accumulation of wealth, the 
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dominant form of labour is serfdom. (Meszaros, 1970:141). Here, we can see how the making 

of land a private property, could alienate the peasant from the land and his/her own labour. 

Walton and Gamble (1976: 20) discuss about feudal alienation. In this kind of society the 

peasant is alienated from him/her self, since it is the feudal lord who presents the conditions 

of production. The peasant is also alienated from his/her product, because he/she has no 

control over the agricultural produce, even for subsistence. Regarding reification in feudal 

society, Marx explains the state as ‘biologising’ of social relations. What this means is, “Men 

are seen not as men but as manifestation of ‘blood’ (genealogy) or other biological 

properties, the role of ‘birth’ in terms of the location within society is seen as determining the 

character and destiny of human beings.” (ibid.,20).This kind of 'false consciousness’ about 

others governs the way people treat each other in a feudal system.  

 

It is the process Marx terms dereification that helps people realize the snare of reification. 

This simply implies making known the falseness of reification and starting to abolish such a 

state. When people start to be conscious of their alienation they beginto react against it. The 

reaction itself could be manifested by further alienation as in the case of intellectual idealists. 

This is because the intellectual starts to disintegrate from the society that considers the view 

of intellectuals skeptically. 

 

Lewis Feuer speaks against such intellectuals by stating: “The intellectual’s alienation was in 

part a self-alienation which arose as he discovered the character of his own underlying aims.” 

(1969:69). This statement holds true where the intellectual begins to face inner dissatisfaction 

because of the awareness of the reification process. Whatever the case might be, for Marx the 

abolition of alienation begins from an awareness of the social systems that hinder free and 

conscious human activity. 
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Marx’s use of the term alienation is appreciated by some whereas it is criticized by others.   

Richard Schact for example criticizes it by stating: “ He [Marx] considers the various kinds 

of alienation involved to be interrelated, sometimes conceptually and sometimes factually. 

They constitute what might be termed his ‘alienation syndrome’” (1970:120). The reason 

Schact regards Marx’s use of alienation as ‘syndrome’ is as he explains, because it is 

connected with a wide variety of things. However, since the agent of all these different 

aspects is man, it should not be difficult to connect all the phenomena, that Marx explains as 

varying aspects of alienation. Regarding this point, Pappenheim (Monthly review, Vol. 52, 

No. 2, 2000)  opposes Schact and explains that the three facets of alienation that are from 

oneself, other men and our world as interrelated. For him they reveal three phases of a single 

process. What Marx emphasizes is the link among them and this is the center of his method 

to the notion of alienation. As the researcher has tried to explain earlier, it is the nature of 

human beings and relationship among them that directs Marx into the concept of alienation. 

Hence, the different aspects of alienation Marx is talking about are interlinked one way or 

another. Although some aspects are taken separately for the sake of comprehensible analysis, 

when scrutinized carefully, as Pappenheim elaborates, we find them as ‘three phases of a 

single process’. Marx’s central concern is the essence of man and the social nature of human 

beings. Comprehending his theory of alienation within this general framework helps one to 

see how one aspect of alienation leads to other aspects depending on the characteristics of 

given societies. Marx’s use of the concept leads other thinkers after him to apply it in so 

many different ways. In the following section the concept is presented in short to show its 

status after Marx. 
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      2.4 Alienation After Marx 

After the systematic use of alienation by Karl Marx, philosophers who focus on the 

philosophy of existence beginto discuss the concept in a new light. It is the ideas of Jean-Paul 

Sartre that are considered seriously among existentialists, even though he rejects his original 

concept in favour of the Marxian theory of alienation. For the existentialists, alienation is 

inherent to man. Human beings experience themselves in this world as alien creatures.  

Therefore, for existential philosophers:  

Alienation is then the condition of man who must choose to increase the total amount 

of freedom in a society which, by its very nature, denies him the right to act freely. In 

the Marxian terms which Sartre eventually bent to fit his personal convictions, 

alienation is man’s being dispossessed of his right and duty to exist subjectively and 

create himself freely within the framework of human possibilities. (Marantz, in 

Mosaic Literature and Alienation,  Vol. 2 No. 2. 1968: 32).  

 

As the quotation shows it is existence itself that alienates man in general, instead of the 

artificial human relationship. When explaining the inherent nature of alienation Kaufmann 

states: “… the early Sartre insists that we are our own victims, that we are really free, and 

that we are at fault for not realizing it.” (in Schact, 1970: xxv). Sartre’s alienation from 

freedom resembles the self-alienation of Marx that refers to experiencing one’s self as 

stranger. 

 

In Gila J. Hayim's (1980:10) interpretation of Sartre’s works we come across to another 

dimension of alienation. We read: “The possibility that human goals and ends are mere 

illusions is a permanent one, says Sartre, but the cancellation or ‘stealing away’ of human 

ends gives us the very notion of alienation….” Fundamentally, human beings experience 

themselves as objects in Sartre’s existential philosophy. This is so because the roles others 

assign to a person do not comply with the things which that person subjectively seeks. Since 

there is no reality behind appearance, man in Sarterian terms is suffered from what he/she 

thinks of him/her self and what he/she appears to be to others. Hence, the situation of being 
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dissatisfied due to failures in life is inherent to human beings. However, ‘the cancellation or 

the stealing away’ of human ends and its subsequent alienation is an abstract notion. In fact, 

Schact states: “Sartre’s alienation refers to a separation which emerges in the context of the 

individual's experience of himself. It involves a relation to others, but it is not a form of 

alienation from others” (1970:231). Unlike the practical alienation theory of Marx, what 

existentialists believe in is an alienation of humanity whose transcendence is impossible. 

 

Among other thinkers, who talk about alienation, Sigmund Freud deserves mention. Freud 

explains about alienation in connection to civilization. His explanations resemble that of 

Marx’s theory of essential nature. According to Freud (1964:123-124) civilization sets so 

many restrictions on the demands and instincts of man. The technological age obeys the laws 

of economic necessity and not the deeper needs of man. This situation forces man to adopt 

this system for survival. “Civilization therefore, obtains mastery over the individual’s 

dangerous desire for aggression by weakening and disarming it and by setting up agency 

within him to watch over it, like a garrison in a conquered city.” This shows that man is 

forced to act contrary to his/her essential nature. Man submits to the dictates of civilization 

and allows it to control the in and out of his/her life. Freud further elaborates this through the 

concepts of ego and self. He states “… there are cases in which parts of a person's own body, 

even portions of his own mental life, his perceptions, thoughts and feelings appear alien to 

him and as not belonging to his ego;.…” (Ibid., 66). Freud’s explanation of alienation put 

forward in relation to the workings of the mind. However, we should also note that the 

external factors play vital roles in the formulation of one’s ego and self. As the researcher has 

tried to reveal earlier, civilization as something imposed from outside the mind brings forth 

the issue of alienation. However, for Marx it is not one’s consciousness that determines life, 

but life that determines consciousness. 
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Following Freud, Erich Fromm describes the concept as an individual's psychological 

experiences of the world. When elaborating alienation Fromm applies Marx’s theory of 

alienation. Fromm’s definition of alienation reads as follows: 

By alienation is meant a mode of experience in which the person experiences himself as alien. He has become one might say, 

estranged from himself. He does not experience himself as the center of his world, as the creator of his own acts-but his acts and their 
consequences have become his masters, whom he obeys, or whom he may even worship. (1955:111). 

 

Fromm’s application of the notion includes alienation from nature, others, work, process of 

consumption, modern way of life, friendship, language, thought and the like. Criticizing 

Fromm’s use of the concept Schact states: “Fromm seems to refer to almost everything of 

which he disapproves as an instance of ‘alienation’” (1970:147). Schact further explains that 

many sociologists after Fromm, perceive of alienation as some form of estrangement of a 

person from some aspect of social life, although they do not state how an individual is 

estranged from it. We should also note that the concept is taken as an issue that comes to the 

scene as a result of scientific and technological advancement. (Pappenheim: 1959). 

  

For many sociologists the concept implies powerlessness, normlessness, cultural 

estrangement, loss of meaning in life, loneliness and similar phenomena. However, as Schact 

discusses they take these states at their face value without showing how these things come to 

the foreground and why. In fact, it is the sociologist Seeman who gives five fold 

classification to the meaning of alienation. These are powerlessness, meaninglessness, 

normlessness, isolation and self-estrangement. (American Sociological Review Vol. 24: 

1959). 

 

The concept of alienation, today has so many aspects which scholars talk about; work 

alienation, social alienation, race alienation, religious alienation, political alienation, colonial 
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alienation, land alienation, youth alienation, student alienation, labour alienation, positive 

alienation and the like. (Affinih, Y. The Social  Sciences Journal. Vol. 34, No. 3, 1997) 

 

However, regarding the different applications of the concept, aforementioned Schact has the  

following to say: “Many recent writers have found Marx’s use fascinating and have been 

moved to modify it in the  light of their own needs and interests.” (1970:246). In order to 

avoid such kinds of criticisms one should make restrictions when using the notion. This way, 

one can see the usefulness of the concept to the   explication of human nature and social 

relation. “Alienation must be alienation from something; something must seem ‘alien’ in 

some way if the term is to have any application”. (Ibid., 199) Therefore, if we seek to 

comprehend what alienation is meant, we must ask, alienation from what? This present 

discussion of alienation therefore, tries to show what is alienated from what, why it is 

alienated, and how.  

 

The methods of social analyses that are proposed by Karl Marx are fundamentally concerned 

with his society and address the social and political contradictions that deteriorate human 

relationship in his own day. However, his outlook of society gains worldwide status because 

his regard of human nature and examination of social institutes as anti- theses of man's 

essence have turned to have international implications. This condition leads many to go 

beyond what he says and bring to the fore the different schools of thought that bear his name. 

The fusion of Marx with ideologies such as Marxism-Leninism and Stalinism results in 

disregarding Marx's contribution to human knowledge in general. Therefore, the need to 

separate Marx from the ideology called ' Marxism ' arises. This distinction is essential 

because the reception of Marx is blurred by so many misinterpretations of concepts. Marx's 

major preoccupation as we learn from his own works is the concept of human nature. 
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Nevertheless, he is considered as if he talks only of economic phenomena and historical 

materialism which is  the most misconstrued of his ideas. The misconceptions of Marx's ideas 

emerge from the appropriation of his thoughts through his advocates who identify themselves 

as Marxists. 

 

Hence, a Marxian perspective concentrates on what Marx states rather than what Marxists 

believe. The point is not to make Marx a humanist but to comprehend the core of his thought. 

 

In the following section of this research, an attempt will be made to analyze the selected three 

novels within the restricted sphere of Marxian theory of alienation. This, the researcher 

believes will help to vividly reveal what the literary pieces tell about the different aspects of 

alienation. This way, we might be able to reach at a deeper understanding and appreciation of 

these literary pieces as manifestations of human nature and social relation within the 

framework of the represented societies.  And now the researcher takes up Fįk'įr įskä 

Mäk'abįr to examine the aspects of alienation manifested, in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER III 

 

Aspects of Alienation in Fįk'įr įskä Mäk'abįr 

 

      3.1 Alienation from the Self 

According to Marxian thought, man is fundamentally a social being. This implies that man 

defines him/herself through the relationship of other human beings. As Frantz Fanon explains 

"Man is human only to the extent to which he tries to impose his existence on another man in 

order to be recognized by him" (1970:154). Therefore, in most cases, the individual 

expression of one's life, unless confirmed and realized by another individual becomes 

meaningless. Being human implies living for the other and being communal. It is in this 

regard that Walton and Gamble state: "Man is understood as man only in the context of social 

relationships". (1976:2). When this social being  is separated from  the sphere of other human  

activity, then  comes the issue of being alienated from man's essential nature. Hence in this 

part of the study, an attempt will be made to analyse how one is said to be alienated from  

him/herself in Fįk'įr įskä Mäk'abįr. Let us concentrate on the  following  utterance  of 

Bäzabįh, that reads: 

 

Ñ<ªÅ™Š ¾T>ÁÅ`Ñ<ƒ” KTÉ[Ó  �”ÇM‹M c¨< J–@ }ðØ_ �”Åc¨< 
KS•` �”ÇM‹M �’@ dL¨<p ¾Ñ³ �“‚ ð`Ç Ádc[‹˜ �e[— SJ’@” 
}[ÇG<“ ÖLG<ªƒ:: (õp` �eŸ Snw`' 241) 

 

I was made unable to do what   my friends do; I was created a human being and yet I 

was made  unable to live like a human being; I was  sentenced and made a prisoner 

on the decision  of my own mother  without my knowledge and hence I hated her. 
 

In the context of the above explanation, the utterance of  Bäzabįh reveals his recognition of   

alienation from the human essence. There are at least two possible interpretations of the text: 

the first is alienation from labour and the production process that are taken as basic elements  

in the manifestation of man as a social being as will be  discussed immediately after the 
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following statement. The second aspect is  alienation from producing one's  kind that is the 

natural activity of a  human being. 

 

As the story of Bäzabįh  tells us, his life  is destined to remainto the services of the saints 

based on his mother's so many vows to them. His mother, out of her fears that they are the 

saints and Angels that have the power of killing and curing, bestows her son to their services. 

However, she cannot prevent her son from socializing himself with his peers. His childhood 

relationship with other children reveals for him that he is different from them. His fellow 

children tell his unique status through name calling i.e  (¾e�Kƒ MÏ Ñê:46 ) A child whose 

life is dedicated to the services of angels and saints through a vow." Bäzabįh does not 

comprehend what they mean until he becomes a fully-grown young adult. However, he 

gradually, starts to realize that his mother imposes on him the duty to live for the services of 

the saints. Since he is not allowed to participate in the sphere of the social activity, he starts 

to raise questions that concern his nature as a human being. The people with whom he lives 

are serfs of land lords under a feudal system. This implies that labour is the important means 

of the serfs human essence, even if their products and labour to a large extent belong to the 

land-lord. Their relationship to the land enables them to express themselves through labour to 

a certain extent. This kind of self-expression is impossible for Bäzabįh since the vows his 

mother make do not allow him to participate in production. Therefore, he is a total stranger to 

the land in which his own father and his peers till for their subsistence and self-expression. 

One can say that he can express himself through his own profession, for the reason that he 

knows it better  than tilling the land. However, his career is an imposed one and not his 

choice.  
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Bäzabįh's forced profession demands strict isolation from the practices of the community. 

Hence his career by its very nature has an alienating function. He tries to make the best out of 

his situation by pursuing the education he can get from the church. His affinity with the 

church generates a new desire within him that is being a teacher of 'k'įne'. Unlike most 

members of his community, his profession does not require manual labour. Although he 

considers himself a social being, it is other members of his society that provide for his 

sustenance. His wish to do what his peers can do could be argued includes taking part in the 

production process, though he does not say this explicitly. Bäzabįh's incapability to 

participate in the production process causes his alienation from his essential nature that is his 

being social. This is one aspect of his alienation from himself as a social being. 

 

The other aspect of Bäzabįh's alienation as revealed in his utterance can be analyzed by 

examining the activity that he is denied of enjoying. He could not meet the need to propagate 

one's kind, which could be taken as the inherent nature  of man. For Marx, this is also 

considered an important aspect of social activity. Kostas Axelos (1976:114) writes, "… 

procreation, that is the reproduction of the human species, is an essential condition of 

historical becoming, but  it remains above all-though not exclusively a natural function." 

Seen in the light of the above explanation, Bäzabįh is not allowed to fulfill the natural need 

of his own body. He is expected to stifle the essential nature of a human being, that is, man's 

desire of relationship with a woman. On the basis of his mother's beliefs and tradition, he  is 

forced to act contrary to this aspect of his social nature. As he himself explains, the situation 

he faces, urges him to raise the very question of his humanity. This again is in harmony with 

what Marx says; that is if a person does not relate him/herself to other human beings , he/she 

could not comprehend the human essence. This relationship gets concrete meaning in the 

relationship between the sexes. Marx explains, "From the character of this relationship 
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follows how much man as a species being, has come to be himself and to comprehend 

himself: the relation of man to woman is the most natural relation  of human being to human 

being" (in Axelos, 1976:118). In this regard Bäzabįh is alienated from his essential sexual 

nature. He cannot create this kind of social relation the way his peers can because he is 

prohibited to act according to the norm of the social practice. Knowledge of this fact 

therefore, makes his alienation from himself intense. His situation is expressed as follows: 

Ñ<ªÅ˜’K†¨<” Kc< w‰ SeÖƒ ¾T>S`Ö<ƒ MÍÑ[Ê‹ Sw³K†¨<”“ �c< K²=I ¡w` ÁMKÅK ¾c?ƒ Ñ<ªÅ˜’ƒ 
¾TÃðkÉKƒ dÃuÉM ¾}ð[Åuƒ dÃÑAÉM ÑAÅKA ’I }wKA ¾}ScŸ[uƒ SJ’<” eL¨k "ÅÑuƒ ¾ßªK ¾ÅeK 
T%u` Ãgi ËS`:: (õ.�.S' Ñê 45-46) 

 

He came to know that girls who wished to give their friendship to him only, were 

numerous and that he did not have the fortune to enjoy such honour. He was not 

allowed to befriend with girls because he was condemned without any fault of his 

own. Despite his being a complete human being he was decidedly taken as some one 

who was deficient and thus he began to withdraw from games and any pleasant social 

interactions which he grew in and gave him happiness. 

 

The  alienation of  Bäzabįh from his essential  nature urges him to find a way out of it. He is 

a social being, therefore, he wants to act accordingly. In order to understand himself  he has 

to see himself in relation to others, especially women. As explained earlier, it is his mother 

who decided  what kind of life he will lead when  he grows up. As a result, he  is forced to 

say  'I was sentenced and made a prisoner on the decision of my own mother without my 

knowledge, and hence,  I hated her.'  Bäzabįh’s inability to act according to his essential 

nature impels  him to hate his mother. It can also  be argued that it is  not his mother  he hates 

but the  social system that moulded her belief to do whatever she wants to with her child.  

Bäzabįh has been given no choice in the matter. He explains his bitterness through the 

words,  

�’@ �”Ç=I ÁK¨<” QÃ¨ƒ ›M¨Å¨<U& ›MS`Ö¨<U& ›MðMÑ¨<U:: 
(õ.�. S' Ñê 46) 

 

I don't like this kind of life, I don't choose it, and I don’t' want it. 
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This shows that social beings inherently, need freedom  of choice. However, Bäzabįh's 

mother without her child’s knowledge and consent gives him to the Church. After that she  

believed, he is no more her child, but the child of the saints or the property  of  the church. 

Since it is the church that has full control over him, whatever he creates and all his 

contributions belong to the church. This total deprivation of Bäzabįh from his basic rights 

intensifies his alienation from himself because he is restricted from fulfilling the needs of his 

social nature. As his desire to be a social being increases, he starts to contemplate his place in 

the community as well as his future. Even if he knows that he has to act in accordance with 

his essential self, he cannot do so, because his society accepts his situation as natural for his 

mother acted in line with the social norm. This is what, Marx calls ‘reified consciousness’ 

that governs the life of Bäzabįh's society. In this kind of consciousness people conceive of 

social relations as convention bound. Therefore, if Bäzabįh wants freedom to break away 

from the norm that causes his alienation from himself, the community views him as a 

deviant, because in reified consciousness social structures are perceived static. As a result, 

Bäzabįh has to remain alienated from his essential nature, if he wants to be accepted by his 

community. Yet, we observe that he wants to liberate himself from his alienation and on the 

other hand, he fears the consequences of his action. Therefore,  

 

QÃ¨ƒ” uS¨<ÅÉ“ uõ^ƒ SGŸM KG<Kƒ }ŸõKA �”Ç=I �¾}cn¾ HÁ ›S~” 
Ú`f HÁ ›”Å—¨<” c=Ã´ ¾²?T SUI`’ƒ }S`q ¨×:: (õ.�.S: Ñê 46) 

 

Divided between the double feeling of love and fear of life, and after suffering 

for twenty years, he graduated as a ‘zema’ teacher at the beginning of his 

twenty-first. 
 

After contemplating on overcoming his alienation from himself, Bäzabįh comes to a 

realization that what he does is not the expression of himself as a social being. He does not 

consider to change or to reform the social framework. He rather wants a place where he will 

be able to do what his fellow men do. He also wants a community that allows him to act 
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according to his human essence. In short, he wants to become a free social being. Since 

Bäzabįh is not a revolutionary or a reformist; the option he prefers is leaving the society 

behind and flee. This way, he hopes to live a meaningful social life that confirms his human 

essence. In his effort to triumph over imposed self-alienation, he comes to tie with a person 

that faces same experience in a different way. This person is Säbläwängel, and the next 

discussion deals with her experience of alienation. 

 

Säbläwängel like Bäzabįh is denied freedom of choice. As the destiny of Bäzabįh is 

predetermined by his mother, Säbläwängel’s parents particularly her father wants to  make 

her the vehicle of their  wishes. Hence, whatever she wants to do is rejected by them. That is 

why she says,  

�’@ ¾U¨Å¨<“ �’c< K’@ ¾T>ðMÑ<ƒ u×U ¾}KÁÂ ’¨<::  
( õ.�.S' Ñê' 242) 

 

  

What I like and what they actually want for me are quite different. 

 

What is it that she likes and wants to do? Firstly, since she is a social being, she has her own 

needs similar to that of Bäzabįh. That is a relationship with a man and the need to procreate 

herself, (Fįk'įr įskä Mäk'abįr p. 87 and 92.) Of course, her parents want to see her having 

a relationship with a man. However, since she is their property, it is they who have the right 

to choose a perfect match for her. She knows that she has her own will and does not like the 

choice of her parents. Her parents do not think of her as a person who has her own 

preferences and views on things. This inability of hers from fulfilling her own wishes 

alienates her from her essential nature. As is explained in the case of Bäzabįh “Marx’s 

theory of self-alienation rests on his distinction between one’s human and biological needs”.  

(Nielson, Mosaic, Literature and Alienation Vol. 2, No1, 1968:125). Säbläwängel could not 

form a relationship with the other sex of her choice which  is the essential biological need. 
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Her self-alienation is not limited to the prohibition of her from sexual relationship. She also 

could not express herself in other social activities. In the sphere of production, she is not 

allowed to contribute to the production and preparation to the means of sustenance  process. 

Expressing herself through labour is unthinkable to her, since she belongs to the social class 

that uses other’s labour for its survival (Fįk'įr įskä Mäk'abįr p. 257.)  In  any way, there 

are so many ways one can express him/herself in the society freely depending on one’s social 

inclination. One of these social activities is artistic production. Säbläwängel  reveals her 

wish to manifest herself through this medium. She says:  

›”Ç”Ê‡ �SGM Ñw}¨< v”ÑK†¨< K?KA‡ �Ç` qS¨< ÓØU �¿ÑÖS< unL†¨< 
�¿²ð’< ¾¨×ƒ’ƒ eT@K†¨<” c=ÑMè“ ¾Mw �”óKAK†¨< c=¨×L†¨< eSKŸƒ 
�’@U �”Å’c< }’eŠ v”Ñ‚ ¨ÃU ÓØU �¿ÑÖUG< unK? ²õ–@ �”Ç=¨×M˜ Åeee 
�”Ç=K˜ u×U �S—KG<:: (Ñê' 244) 

 

When I see some of them dancing by moving their necks, or others composing their 

poems and singing to express their feelings of youth and releasing their heart's  

turbulent feelings, I too wish to dance and to  compose and sing my own lyrics 

similar to them to be  happy. 
 

As the above quotation shows , Säbläwängel  has the  desire to be social. She wants to 

participate in the activities that other young women do to express themselves. She knows that 

her parents force her to act contrary to her social nature. This shows whatever she desires to 

do is buried within her. If she likes the situation and agrees with it  there is no self-alienation. 

However, she does not only like but also does not accept her situation. She reveals her feeling 

thus by saying;  

... ¾ÉT@ Ñ<ªÅ™Š ¾T>ÁÅ`Ñ<ƒ” G<K< TÉ[Ó �ðMÒKG<:: ’Ñ` Ó” ›M‹MU:: 
(Ñê'243)  

 

I want to do what my peers do, but I cannot. 
 

This clearly shows that Säbläwängel is alienated from herself, since she is barred from acting 

freely, according to both her biological and social needs. In short, she is denied of the right to 

establish her own personality within the framework of the possibilities that her society offers. 
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She is conscious of her self-alienation, that  is why she expresses her situation as a prisoner 

who is not allowed to have a human essence. She says,  

¾Ñ@K MÏ SJ” �”Ç=I �”Å’@ Kea S•` ¾T>¨Æƒ” ’Ñ` G<K< SS–ƒ 
�”Í= TÉ[Ó ›KS‰M ŸJ’ Ÿp×ƒ G<K ¾Ÿó p×ƒ Ÿv`’ƒ G<K< ¾Ÿó 
v`’ƒ ’¨< (Ñê' 244) 

 

If being the offspring of wealthy parents is being imprisoned like myself, only to wish 

to get or do what one loves  to but not to actualize or not to get, it is worse than the 

roughest of all punishments and is the worst form of slavery. 
 

Säbläwängel’s inability to set forth herself as a social being in the spheres of the above 

mentioned social activities makes her an onlooker  of other’s life. She can only wish for the 

things she wants but could not get them. She is denied the life that she wants to lead and 

attain self fulfillment. As Erich Fromm (1973:81) explains, "Eros [the specifically male-

female attraction which is a fundamental attraction in all living substance] and  love of life 

are the two central strivings of the unalienated  man" (emphasis added). Since both Bäzabįh 

and Säbläwängel  are prohibited from expressing themselves freely they are denied what 

Fromm explains as the two central strivings of the  unalienated  man. 

 

As we have noted earlier, Bäzabįh can no longer continue to live as a stranger to himself, as 

a result, he thinks seriously about overcoming his self-alienation. The solution he has found 

is to leave his home village.  

 

Säbläwängel, however accepts her self-alienation and articulates her bitterness through her 

tears. She does not consider overcoming her self-alienation by rebellion or running away, 

until she meets Bäzabįh. Even though Bäzabįh starts to overcome his self-alienation by 

beginning to fulfill at least his need for a company of the other sex, he falls victim to another 

kind of alienation. Although Säbläwängel momentarily forgets the imprisonment of herself 

due to her emotional tie with Bäzabįh, she knows her relationship with Bäzabįh brings forth 
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the wrath  of her family members. This point takes us to the other fundamental aspect of 

alienation; the alienation of man from man, which is the concern of the next section. 

 

 

 

       3.2 Alienation of Man from Man  

The alienation of a human being from another human being results in the division of labour 

that helps to form a class society of exploiters and the exploited. It is mentioned earlier that 

men are primarily alienated from nature in their attempt of  gaining subsistence. This struggle 

for survival brings forth the abuse of nature for the satisfaction of man’s limitless desires. 

The creation of classes transfers this phenomenon to human beings because the division of 

labour makes the exploitation of man by man possible. Axelos (1976:58) explains this 

situation as follows: "Those who exploit nature to produce or make what men need are in 

turn exploited by non workers." The formation of classes creates a distinction of one man 

from another. This distinction through time begins to be considered as normal, through the 

process of  reification. Reification helps the system of alienation to take root. One of the 

reification concepts one finds in Fįk'įr įskä Mäk'abįr is the ‘biologising’ of social 

relations which implies the consciousness produced due to particular practices of life in a 

given society. By examining the following utterance of Fitawrari Mäšäša, an attempt will be 

made to elaborate the above-mentioned notion.  

 

›v~ c¨< ›ÃÅKU Ñu_ ’¨<:: (Ñê' 85) 

 

 His father is not a human being, he is only a farmer. 

 

 Since, Fitawrari belongs to the class that controls the means of production, he believes that 

his power over the means gives him the right of labeling humans and non-humans. For him a 

certain person is human, only when he/she belongs to a ‘noble’ line of ancestors. This shows 
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that the upper social class members alienate themselves from the working people. The 

peasants who till the land are dehumanized only because they produce what their ‘superiors’ 

need. These people who toil on the land to make life continue are categorized as non-humans. 

Once a person is identified with the kind of work he/she does  so are his/her descendants. The 

same is true with a merchant or a black smith and all people of the lower class. No matter 

how a child of a peasant or merchant or black smith accumulates wealth and becomes rich, 

he/she could not stand equally with those whose grand and great grand parents were 

landlords. This is so because the differentiating factor between humans and non-humans is 

not a success in life but 'blood' (ancestry). This assertion gains the support of Fitawrari. He 

elaborates,   

 

ª“¨< ’Ñ` ›Ø”ƒ“ ÅU ’¨<! ¾}Ÿu[  ›Ø”ƒ“ ÅU ÁK¨< c¨< c=¨KÉ 
ËUa ·[ Ÿ²=ÁU uòƒ Ÿê”c< ËUa ¾}Ÿu[ ’¨<:: ¾}Ÿu[ ÅU uÅUe\ 
¾T>ðe Ié” Ÿ}^ gTÓK? SwKÖ< ¾K¨k ’¨<::(Ñê'193-194) 

 

The main issue is not age. More important is bone and blood! Whoever possesses a 

respectful bone and blood is revered starting from birth, even from the day of 

conception. It is a known fact that a child in whose veins a respected blood flows is 

more important than an ordinary old man. 
 

What brings the issue of biological relations is nothing but the 'false consciousness' of the 

society. The notions of ‘bone’ and ‘blood’ reveal the alienating social factors and a 

consciousness that accepts other human beings as mere objects for the satisfaction of others’ 

ends. When this kind of consciousness takes root, then people start to consider that the rich   

and the poor posses different sort of ‘bone’ and ‘blood’ which in the long run becomes a 

norm. This kind of division among people gives depth to the alienation of man from man. 

Therefore, Fitawrari considers all people who do not trace their genealogy from the upper 

class, as animals that lead their lives by instinct. In fact, Fitawrari thinks that the peasants are 

created for the services of gentlemen like himself. Accordingly, peasants do not have the 

necessities of men like himself. For him, the human qualities that he possess are not shared 
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by peasants. In short, Fitawrari and his class consider peasants as objects who are created to 

pay tributes. The following utterance of his testifies his belief.  

 

vLÑ` ¾T>uL¨< u=Á× ÃŸõK¨< ›Ø„ ›Á¨<pU ÃvLM �eŸ }[~! ›K< 
òK¨<^]:: (Ñê' 218) 
 

As the folk saying goes,  A peasant has never lacked what to pay though he lacks 

what to eat. 

 

One of the basic necessities of a human being is food. Without eating survival is unthinkable. 

Eating is not only the essential part of human life but also that of animals. When Fitawrari 

says a peasant never lacks something to pay as a tribute, even if he/she has nothing to eat, he 

shows the extent of his desocializing, and denaturalizing view. He also reveals how people of 

his kind consider other human beings who happen to be peasants and are involved in physical 

labour. The view stated above portrays the extent of human alienation as a result of the 

reified ‘biologising’ concept. 

 

It is this kind of consciousness that controls the people Fitawrari represents. Deviating from 

this social rule is intolerable for him.  This is the reason why Bäzabįh faces the wrath of 

Fitawrari when he calls Säbläwängel  as his par. When Fitawrari finally learns his daughter’s 

involvement with Bäzabįh, he flies into a rage, because the ‘blood’ of Bäzabįh is not 

human in his terms. If the social system had not been based on human alienation Bäzabįh 

could have married Säbläwängel. We further see the dehumanizing view of Fitawrari through 

his ill treatment of the wives and children of peasants. He cuffs and flogs these peasants as if 

they do not possess the human qualities of pain and humiliation. In short, his treatment is an 

illustration of the ‘biologising’ concept that considers others as animals and oneself as 

‘human’. 
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The separation of man from man is accepted as natural form of existence almost by all the 

members of the community. People who have some kind of rank consider themselves 

different, as endowed with special qualities. They call other people as ‘common’ as if all the 

‘common’ people are one and the same in every way. This alienating view abhors association 

with the ordinary people anywhere. This seems the reason the two gentlemen who come to 

attend the king’s banquet bitterly discuss about their being considered the same with the 

ordinary people. The following is how one of them expresses the situation.  

 

¾”Ñ<e Ów`“ ›<`v” ›”É uSJ’< Ÿ[É›?~ KSGðM“ Ñ@K‹” Ÿ}^ Q´w 
�”É”KÃuƒ ¾cÖ<”” Å[Í KSÖup ’u` �”Í= �”Ë^T uÂu?K‹” Ÿ— 
}`ö w²< c¨< �“uL ¾K; $ ›K< ›Ã“†¨<” �”v ¾VL¨< c¨<:: (Ñê'446) 
 
An Emperor’s  feast is like receiving God’s Holy communion. It is joined in order to 

share  God’s blessing on the one hand, and  to revere the position conferred on us by 

our  master to differentiate us from the rank and file on the other. Otherwise, don’t 

we have sufficient food at home even to feed many people? said a man with tear 

filled eyes.  
 

 The reason these two gentlemen come to the banquet is to show the crowd that they are 

superior to them. Similar to Fitawrari Mäšäša, for them the multitudes have no human quality. 

All the ‘common’ people are one in their eyes. Indeed, the king does not, forsake them. He 

affirms the views of these land lords which is reflected in the manner he treats the crowd, like 

animals, that serve  only the will  of their  masters. The human alienation is evident by the 

very way the hall is divided. Those who sit near the king have the human essence of order 

and discipline. They are made to sit in a comfortable place and enjoy the food and drink that 

is presented to them in a leisurely manner. On the other hand, for them the crowd has no 

sense of order. In the eyes of the nobles who sit higher, the common people lack the qualities 

that make the nobles ‘human’. This is so because the common people seem to accept the 

inhuman treatment of the king and his courtiers.   
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It is important to note that this ‘biologising’ of human relations is connected with economic 

power. Those who consider themselves ‘human’ and others as animals are those who have 

the economic power to control the majority. It is explained earlier that the class of Fitawrari 

considers anyone who can trace his/her ancestors from the nobility as human. This seems to 

be true only when he/she has the economic power. Let us consider the case of Wįdnäš 

Bät'amu here. Wįdnäš belongs to the class of Fitawrari, and according to the  ‘biologising’ 

view, she should have been considered ‘human’. However, the different mishaps in her 

society paves the way for others who belong to her class, to force her forget her identity. In 

order not to be a blaspheme for her class, she starts to live afar from them. As a result, she 

starts to lead an alienated life. The people around her remind her condition by name calling 

and the like. As a result, she marries a peasant to prove her humanity to those who belittle 

her. Because of the social misfortunes she experienced in her life, she is alienated not only 

from her class but also from those her class considers to be non-human. We can observe how 

the society totally alienates her, by examining her situation, when her neighbours left her 

with a dying man.  At that time, she is no longer human but a disease. Hence, no body wants 

to be sick by going near her. Even the priest does not want to be near her however he sends 

his servant Gäbre. Gäbre is a healthy human being but lost his humanity because of his social 

position. In fact, he is considered one with Wįdnäš Bät'amu, who is seen as a disease. Is not 

Gäbre a human being who wants to flee from affliction like the other members? No, Gäbre is 

the chattel of the priest. The priest does not care whether Gäbre dies or not because he can 

replace him by another Gäbre. When one loses an animal he/she replaces it by another 

animal. Therefore, Gäbre is a thing for the priest. The priest might feel sad when he loses an 

animal that gives unrestricted service to him. However, his feelings will evaporate when he 

finds another animal. This situation, i.e, the priest’s treatment of Gäbre, reveals how the 

whole social structure is based on alienation of man from another man. 
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As mentioned earlier, the determinant factor of human alienation is reified consciousness. 

The society in Fįk'įr įskä Mäk'abįr, believes that the system of alienation is God-given. 

When the class of Fitawrari defines the lower social class’s existence as non-human, the 

majority of the ordinary people accept it as normal. When they are treated like animals, they 

do not protest, instead, they believe that it is just the way the world works. The following is 

how the common people consider themselves.  

 

... Ÿc¨< �Ÿ<M �”ÇMJ’< Kc¨< �”Í= �”Åc¨< �”ÇM}ðÖ\ ›w³—¨< c¨< 
›U• eLdS“†¨< ÃI”’< }kwK¨< u²=G< ›U’¨< Ã•^K<:: (Ñê'371) 

 

They (the peasants, all common people)  have accepted and  lived with the belief held 

by others which states that they are not created equal with other humans, but there to 

serve others. 
 

 These people who are treated inhumanly, do not try to create a human identity, since their 

consciousness is formed after the social existence. This is in perfect harmony with what Marx 

explains, that it is the social existence that determines one’s consciousness and not 

consciousness that determines the social conditions. These people internalize their 

dehumanization as natural. As the quotation shows most people believe in their inferiority. 

And it is the system that is based on alienation which formulates their consciousness in such 

a way. They view themselves as objects. They believe that they are created to serve those 

who are created ‘human’.  Therefore, they take the dehumanizing treatment of other people 

as just or inevitable luck. These people have not only lost their identity as humans, but also 

alienated from other people since their self-esteem is depreciated. We can see how such a 

consciousness manifests itself by looking at the behaviour of the crowd when the king gives a 

banquet. 

Q´w Ÿc¨<’ƒ ¨Å �”ed’ƒ Å[Í ^c<” ´p ›É`ÑA }Ñõ„ }Sƒ„ 
¾c¨<’ƒ Sw~”“ ¡w\” G<K< ƒ„ ¾TÃuL ’Ñ` uM„ }”q }ÅpÉq K”Ñ<e 
¾T>Ñ³ SJ’<” ¾T>ÁdÃuƒ“ ”Ñ<c<U Á” �Á¿ Åe ¾T>c–<uƒ ²È ’¨<! (Ñê' 
454) 
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It is  a means by which humans are degraded and lowered themselves to  the level of 

animals, pushed and beaten, lose their human dignity and eat what is not eatable, neglected, 

looked down and trodden upon and ruled by the king in order to prove  their  servitude and for  

the king  to watch this and get pleased. 
 

Since the people internalize their dehumanization as natural they show their animal status, in 

order to express their acceptance of the king’s dehumanizing view. Hence, the above kind of 

consciousness is a deformed one. We observe human beings lose their qualities and assume 

animal ranks. And since they are not animals they continue to be fragmented and crippled 

human beings. This willingness to be treated like animals comes forth due to a 'false 

consciousness'. However, for the system of human alienation to operate actively, such reified 

consciousness is essential.  

 

In the shaping and reinforcing of such kind of perception of the world, the role of the 

institutionalized ideology is very important. By institutionalized ideology, the writer of this 

paper is referring to the dominant religion. According to Axelos, (1976:159-160), Marx 

considers the very formation of religion in relation to alienated life. He says religion 

expresses, “… the alienation of a man in relation to the products of his labor as the imaginary 

satisfaction of unsatisfied real drives”. Religion tries to give the meaning of human relations 

in abstract terms. It serves as an impediment to human expression of life and essence. 

Religion does not guide men toward practical reality, it masks truth with mystery. Since 

religion is found in the super structure of the society, it controls the consciousness of the 

community.  Because it blinds men not to realize their situation, Marx says: “Religion is the 

sigh of the oppressed creature, the heart of the heartless world and the soul of soulless 

conditions. It is the opium of the people.” (in Axelos, 1976:160). Religion teaches the people 

that the present is not real, and every social rule is static or God- given. It is through the  

interpretations of religious teachers that religion forms a ‘false consciousness’. The  
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following  is how Abba Mogäse, one of the interpreters of religious concepts approves of the 

system of alienation.  

�Ó²=›wN?` Ñ@K” ŸÉG Ñ¸” Ÿ}Ñ¸ KÃ„ c=c^ Ñ@K¨< Ñ¸¨< õ`É 
u=ÁÑAÉM ÉG u=uÉM ÖÁm¨< S”Óeƒ Ÿ²=ÁU uLÃ �Ó²=›wN?` ’¨< �”Í= 
ÉG ›u?ƒ ŸTKƒ ›Mö ¾T>}ÇÅ`uƒ” IÓ ›ÓÔ“ ð^Ï J• ›Á¨<pU:: 
(Ñê' 273) 

 

God created human beings by differentiating between the rich and the poor, the ruler 

and the ruled.  In  case the master, the ruler denied  justice and mistreated the poor, 

then it is for the government or above it for God to see that justice is done. The poor 

except supplication   have never promulgated laws and have never  played the role of 

a  judge. 

 

What we can observe from the priest’s speech is that poor people are destined to be servants 

from time immemorial. It is God who creates the rich and the poor, the ruler and the ruled. 

Anyone who is poor should accept his/her condition because God predetermined his/her 

existence. In fact, trying to stray from the system that God himself has formulated results in 

eternal destruction. This kind of teaching makes the people believe that the class society is 

formed because the highest authority in the universe approves of it. The community believes 

that the power of the rulers has God’s blessing. In short, religious teachers indoctrinate the 

people to accept the system. Through their preaching they make the people’s consciousness 

reified. Because of the issue of predestination, the community accepts the system of 

alienation as ordinary and eternal. 

 

In order to substantiate this view, what the priests utilize is The Book, which means The 

Bible. For instance, Abba Tamįru, the father confessor of Wįdnäš Bät'amu, mentions The 

Book to substantiate the notion of predestination.( Fįk'įr įskä Mäk'abįr p. 14). People 

believe The Book, because they are told it comes directly from God. Fundamentally, what 

determines the meaning of the words of The Book is not what is written in it but the 

interpretation of the priests. Interpreting The Book and preaching is the domain of the priests. 

Hence, other people accept their interpretation as correct. This situation paves the way for the 
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priests to use The Book to win the favour of the powerful and to make the powerless 

subservient. Let us examine the following sentence,  

'›=ƒlU ^pŸ pÉS Sc=Q �Ó²=›wN?` ' c=M SêNõ �Ó²=›wN?` kw„ 
ujS¨< òƒ vÊ �ÏI” ›ƒp[w TK~ ’¨<:: ... eK²=I ÁSƒvM SªÁ“ 
S}ÁÁ SêNõ Á²²¨< SJ’< ¾K¨k ’¨<:: (Ñê' 274) 

 

When the book says 'itk'um rak'kä k'įdįmä mäsih Egziabįher' it means don’t present 

your self bare handed before some one anointed and raised to a position. … Hence, 

holiday visits and gifts are known to have been ordered by The Book.  
 

In order to reinforce the alienation of the poor, Abba Mogäse presents the words of The 

Book. He explains that God himself anoints earthly rulers. And anyone, who wants to see the 

ruler must bring with him/her a gift that reveals respect for the anointed one. The priest’s 

interpretative strategy is systematic. He uses The Book according to the dictates of  the 

situation. He is also helped by the use of Gįįz language which the peasants do not know. 

Others were arguing that peasants are not obliged to bring holiday gifts. However, when 

Abba Mogäse comes up with an authority, no one dares to refute. They are forced to hold 

their tongues. Hence, as long as The Book orders peasants to bring gifts for the ruler, there is 

no way peasants say no to the commands of The Book. This helps rulers to continue 

alienating others from their human essence, by making them their chattels. As mentioned 

earlier, it is the interpretation of The Book that supports the system  of alienation. 

 

Since, the community believes that the system is God-given it sees no point in trying to  

change it. According to the consciousness of the majority, it is the almighty who assigns 

roles, and  when  the powerful abuse  their authority and the poor refuse to serve the masters, 

he punishes  them. Therefore, under the mask of such beliefs the authoritative personalities 

give rules and regulations to the  powerless majority and use them as they want. Even if the 

poor feel  that their  rulers  make their life hell on earth, they believe that God has not given 

them the right to question the anointed what they do. The right of punishing the  powerful as 

the priest says earlier, belongs to the government, but above all to God. The priest mentions 
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the government as a cover. In reality, the government is the association of the powerful, since 

it is found in the  same structure of the rulers. The poor have no way to go in search for the 

human essences of equity and freedom.  

 

This seems the reason  that compels Bäzabįh to say,  

¡ñU J’ uÔ ¾T>c\ c−‹ Sd]Á−‹ “†¨< �”Í= c^}—¨< �Ó²=›wN?` 
eKJ’ �’c<” SØL~“ TT~ ¨ÃU S¨<ÅÆ“ TSeÑ’< Ÿ”~ ’¨<!... (Ñê' 
430) 

 

Men who do good or bad  are only instruments, otherwise it is God who does 

everything. Hence, hating and backbiting or liking and appreciating such men is to no 

avail.  
 

The teachings of the dominant religious institution brainwashes the people to accept 

everything as a pre-determination. Therefore, the community accepts the system of alienation 

as the norm. As a result, those who exercise power continue to alienate and depersonalize the 

powerless while  the powerless in turn accept their dehumanization and alienation as 

inescapable. According to Bäzabįh, people whether they are doers of evil or good are 

instruments of God because the arch worker behind them is the Almighty. Therefore, religion 

through its representatives, the interpreters of  The Book, makes the community indifferent 

towards the alienation of man from man. However, there  are very few individuals who 

perceive the system as man-made and  strive to preach the reality in order  to bring change. 

This is  so because they become aware of the trap of ‘false consciousness’. They realize the 

consciousness of the people as reified, therefore, they resolve to  abolish or ‘dereify’ such  a 

perception. The next section deals with this notion of dereified consciousness. 

 

     3.3 Dereified  Consciousness  

Dereified consciousness is the negation of reification. It is “… the process whereby social 

relations between men are revealed as such and therefrom  conceived as changeable, .…” 

(Walton and Gamble, 1976, 21). By  rejecting the existing order of things and realizing that 
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men are not acting in accordance with their  social nature, “…dereifying  consciousness aims 

at helping conditions where species being can be realized” (Ibid., 21). 

 

In the previous section, we have examined the system that is based on the alienation of man 

from man. We  observe how the system bisects man into humans and non-humans, as a result 

of ‘false consciousness’. However, we also find individuals, though few, who reject the 

supremacy of social rules and the interpretation of religious teachers that support human 

alienation. We will consider few people in this regard. The first person who grasps the 

system of alienation reflectively is Gudu Kasa. He discards the reifying concepts of 

‘biologising’ of human relations and the dehumanization of  others.  His realization of 

reification  seems to come from his close examination of the religious books.  Through his 

study, he comes to comprehend that the religious leaders mislead the community through 

their deceptive interpretation of religion. Religious leaders stupefy the consciousness of the 

community towards the acceptance of the social system. Gudu Kasa disagrees with what 

religious teachers preach and practice. Therefore, he makes himself free from the association 

of the church. The church, which is represented by its priests plays a vital role in the 

continuation  of the system that cleaves man in two. Gudu Kasa transcends from the trap of 

reification and hence rejects human alienation. This awareness is reflected in his belief of 

human equality. For him  

… c¨< G<K< c¨< ’¨<!  (Ñê: 413)   
 

Human beings are all human beings. 

 

He rejects the 'biologising' concept of Fitawrari and the community by telling them that their 

perception is outdated. In fact, he poses the question of economic power in relation to the 

'biologising' concept. He confronts Fitawrari with the following assertion.  
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 �e−  w²< KAK? ›dÉ[¨< �”Ç=I }²v’¨< ¾T>•\ uGwƒ− ’¨< �”Í= 
u²`− ›ÃÅKU:: (Ñê' 412) 
 
That you possess many servants  and live in extreme luxury is because of your wealth 

and not because of your line of descent.   

 

 

For Gudu Kasa the issues of ‘bone’ and ‘blood’ are trivial. He expresses his view publicly 

whenever he gets the  opportunity. Gudu Kasa’s  belief is not limited to theoretical 

convictions. He shows his denial of human alienation by marrying his female slave. He tries 

to liberate the consciousness of not only his wife but also his men servants by educating them 

while most of the community remain illiterate. He even changes their names to what the 

community believes to be a ‘human’ name. However, since the awareness of these people is 

very little, and they  want to conform to the  beliefs of the society, Gudu Kasa’s  attempts to  

make them human are not successful. 

 

Gudu Kasa overcomes self-alienation and dehumanization by rejecting the social system that 

is based on the alienation of man from man. However, the society he criticizes  in its turn 

alienates him. Having  a dereified consciousness in the community whose consciousness is 

obtuse forces him to be alienated from that community. His state is described in the   text as 

follows:  

uŸuu¨< ¯KU ¨<eØ ¾ÓK<” ›KU ðØa uc¨< SGŸM w‰¨<” J• ¾T>•` 
c¨< ’u`:: (Ñê: 123) 

 

He was a man who created a world of his own  within the 

surrounding world, and who   lived  alone in the middle of people.  
 

His situation enables him to criticize  every style of living that he finds fault with. Gudu Kasa 

shows his alliance with the dehumanized members of the society through his marital 

association. However, he does not belong to either of the separated classes. He creates his 

own realm that is ruled by his own perceptions. He strives to dereify the consciousness of at 

least the underprivileged to no avail. When  both the powerful and powerless watch him 
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deviate from the norm, they respond similarly. The society views him as a person with some 

kind of mental problem. 

 

However, not all the members deny his criticism of the system. He shares his view with 

Säbläwängel who is alienated from her self due to the ‘biologising’ and dehumanizing view 

of the system. She has to a certain extent, a dereified consciousness. Like Gudu Kasa, she 

denounces the concepts of dehumanization and ‘biologising’ of human relations. 

Säbläwängel expresses her belief in the equality of all human beings on different occasions. 

For her, the peasant whom her parents consider non-human does not lack a single human 

quality. She says:  

Ñu_U c¨< ’¨<! ¾Ñu_ MÏU ¾c¨< MÏ ’¨<! ¾SŸ<ª””ƒ ²` Ø\ ¾Ñu_ ²` 
Ñ<Éõ SJ’<” ›¨<q SŸ<ª””ƒ ¾T>S`Ø Ã†Ñ`uƒ! ....:: (Ñê' 41®) 
 
A peasant is also a human being! His offspring is human too! Let any 

one who knew the son of a noble to be good and the son of a peasant 

faulty and yet choose the son of the noble bother himself with it. 
 

Her view on the equality of  all human beings  impels her  father to consider her sick. From 

her utterance we learn that she advocates the life philosophy of Gudu Kasa. She values all his 

beliefs and teachings. Therefore, she is conscious of her situation as a self-alienated person. 

She understands how her society is structured on the basis of separation. Even if she protests 

against the dehumanized system, Säbläwängel has no power to free herself and to publicly 

express her view. She even could not overcome her self-alienation, unlike Gudu Kasa who 

determines the course of his life by his own free will. 

 

The teachings of Gudu  Kasa not only affects the consciousness of Säbläwängel but also her 

servant Habįtįš. Unlike the servants of Gudu Kasa, Ezra and Dawit  Habįtįš does not 

internalize her dehumanization. She knows that she and her children are the property of 

Fitawrari Mäšäša. She understands the system she lives in better than Ezra and Dawit. People 

like Ezra and Dawit believe that they are created to serve the ‘lords’. But, Habįtįš seems to 
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recognize that she is a human being who is treated as a property. She knows that she has no 

power to change the situation. Therefore, like Säbläwängel, she reveals her objection of the 

social system through her tears. It is the teachings of Gudu Kasa that creates such kind of 

awareness, as Säbläwängel expresses it   

… �ÉT@ LÁ "d ¾’<aª‹” e^ƒ �ÏÓ ¡ñ“ Óõ ¾VLuƒ SJ’<” �ÁÂ” 
KSudÚƒ“ KTMke ÁIM ›Ã“‹”” Ÿõ„M“M! w‰ Ÿc< S¨<×ƒ L”‹M 
›Ã“‹” }Ÿõ„ vL¾’¨<  vL¨p’¨< Åe wKA” �”•`uƒ ’u`:: (Ñê' 313) 

 

Long live Aya. Kasa. He has opened our eyes so that we can see, get vexed and cry 

about our life style that is full of hardship and atrocity! Though our eyes have been 

opened we cannot get out of the situation. Earlier we lived happier because we don’t 

see and we don’t know.  
 

As Säbläwängel states understanding what alienation does to the society and to each 

individual is important in the dereification process of one’s consciousness. But  knowing that 

something is wrong and unable to solve the problem makes the situation worse. Both 

Säbläwängel and her servant Habįtįš develop their consciousness according to the teachings 

of Gudu Kasa. Theory without practice is nothing but a myth. This seems the reason 

Säbläwängel prefers ignorance of the situation than knowing about it and being guided by it. 

Therefore, even if some members of the society are cognizant of the  structure that is  based 

on human  alienation, the view of  the majority crushed such deviant outlooks.   

 

When one starts to dereify his/her consciousness he/she starts to raise questions which the 

other members regard as taboo. We have discussed time and again, that the church teaches 

that God designs the system in such a way which encourages separation. Gudu Kasa himself 

does not raise question on God and The Bible. His basic departure is with the way religious 

teachers interpret The Book and their improper practice. But, Bäzabįh does pose a question 

on the nature of God by saying,  

ÃI G<K< ›Ã”“ Ða uK?K¨< ›ÉM− LÃ ¾}Sc[} e^ƒ �¨<’ƒ ›ªm¨<' 
ƒ¡¡K—¨<'†\' ƒMl �Ó²=›wN?` ¾c^¨< ’¨<;  �c<e vÃc^¨< ¾c\ƒ”“ 
c=c\ƒ ¾T>•\ƒ” KU” ´U ÃL†ªM; (Ñê' 463) 
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Is it true  that this blind and deaf system filled with bias created by the true, kind and 

almightily God? If he is not the  one who created this, how come that he keeps quiet 

looking at those who did and still are doing? 
 

Bäzabįh has been taught about the omnipotence of God. He has learnt that it is God who 

makes the order of things as they are. Bäzabįh knows God as truthful, perfect, kind and the 

greatest power in the universe. When he watches the cruelty and inhumanity of people, he 

faces difficulty to match the qualities of God with the  ferocious treatment of man by another 

man. Therefore, he starts to think that God does not set  such a system. But  why does God 

keep quiet when man dehumanizes another man who is created in the image of God. Still, the 

condition forces him to raise another question. It  reads,  

 �”Í! ¾c< e^ƒ ›ÃÅKU �”ÇMM Ñ@K“ v]Á: Ñ¸ ”Ñ<e“ }Ñ¸ Q´w 
›vƒ“ �“ƒ MÍ†¨<” �”ÅÁ°qw [sic] Seª�ƒ ›É`Ñ¨< Tp[w G<K< Ÿ*]ƒ 
ËUa uSêNõ ÃÑ—M! �c< ¾c^¨< e^ƒ ’¨< �”ÇMM õØ[~” ÁL”Ç‹ 
U¡”Áƒ uuÇÃ“ u}uÇÃ S"ŸM �”Ç=ŸóðM TÉ[Ó ÁMuÅK G<M Ñ>²? 
�”Å}k× ¾uÅK G<M Ñ>²? �”ÅuÅK �”Ç=•` TÉ[Ó �”Ÿ<ª”e Áªq‹ G<K< 
›ªm ¾J’¨< �Ó²=›wN?` ¾S”Å` Ç—U ¾T>ð`Å¨< ›ÃÅK! KÇ=Á �”Èƒ 
’¨<; �”Í! (Ñê' 463) 

 

I don’t know! To say that this system  is not His doing, then how about the case of 

master and slave, the ruler, the king and the ruled people. The tradition whereby a 

father and mother present, their son as a sacrifice as was the case of Jacob [sic] is in 

The Book from the time of The Old Testament! To accept this system as God's work; 

say  the irrational phenomenon of dividing his creatures  between the culprit and the 

victim is difficult. The victim is  always  mistreated and the culprit  always 

oppressing. This cannot be expected of God who is the Wisest of  all the wise, not 

even from a village  judge.  

 

Bäzabįh seems to be confused about the nature of God. He comes to know God through The 

Bible. However, The Bible itself is full of stories that show a social system that is based on 

alienation. Beginning from the first book of The Bible, Genesis, we find individuals who 

have no free will of their own. We can mention Isaac who is about to be sacrificed as a 

symbol of his father’s loyalty to God, without his consent. It is his father who decides his 

son's fate, just like Bäzabįh’s mother. The situation is problematic for Bäzabįh. Even 

though there are evidence of God’s approval of a separation of man from man, he does not 

convince himself that God makes the system as such. He contemplates about how unjust the 
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social system is. Man is made in God’s image, so the quality of being fair to another is 

endowed to human beings from the beginning. Anyone, whose consciousness is not false can 

see how the system of alienation makes the life of the majority miserable. Therefore, if a 

human being comprehends the system as inhuman, the omniscient God must know 

everything beyond human understanding and should have solved the problem. However, God 

does not change the situation. He simply watches what people are doing with their lives. He 

lets the system operate. This situation perplexes Bäzabįh. Therefore, he leaves the question 

he raises unanswered. Bäzabįh’s contemplation on the nature of God and the social system 

shows that his consciousness is dereifed to a certain extent. This is so, because while the 

community accepts the system as natural, he argues with himself whether the belief of the 

community, which he also accepts is convincing or not. Although, realizing the nature of 

alienation is essential, it alone can do nothing. As Säbläwängel expressed earlier, knowing 

the weakness of something and being unable to correct it leads to both mental frustration and 

physical exhaustion. 

 

An individual who at least realizes the trap of reification and is able to change certain 

situations is Abäjä Bäläw. The peasants pay their tribute that is levied on them as mandatory. 

Since they accepted their masters as anointed, they do whatever they are obliged to do. 

However, when the suffering becomes unbearable some people beginto revolt against the 

authorities. Abäjä Bäläw rebels against the system, because he feels that it is unjust. He 

discarded the notion of God-given authority. He realizes how power determines authority. He 

does not believe in the ‘biologising’ relationship of people. The following is how he reveals 

his view to Fitawrari Mäšäša.  

¾T>ÁeŸw`−“ ¾T>Áeð^− YM×”− ’¨< �”Í= eM×”− ŸK?K ŸSGŸL‹” 

�”Ç”Æ ÅG iTÓK? SJ”−” �“eK¨<e−KK”:: (Ñê' 225) 
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That which makes you respected and feared is only your authority. Otherwise, if you 

do not have this position of power, we would like to remind you that you would only 

be taken as one of our poor old men. 
 

Abäjä Bäläw comprehends that the social system reveals the power relation of people. Like  

Gudu Kasa he tells Fitawrari the basis of his authority. Abäjä not only grasps the 

dehumanization of the people, but also aims at making them conscious of their status. His 

attempt is a success to a certain extent, because the peasants come to understand their 

humanity. Abäjä, believes in human freedom and allies with the underprivileged. Even if the 

land-lords stupefy the consciousness of people, we observe how Abäjä’s rebellion moulds 

their view towards their situation, as the following poem attests: 

 
eT˜ ÁÑ_ ¨”É M¨<keI ¨kd' 
›ÃÅKI kT— ›ÃÅKI Í¨<d' 
dƒc`p dƒkT dÃ•`I ›ud' 
�¾’Æ c=Áe\I �”Ç=G< vðd' 
¾Tƒð^ÑØ ¾Tƒ”kdd' 
ƒ”i ¾Tƒh¡` ŸJ”I KeLd' 
uG<Kƒ �Ó\ qV ŸT>H@É �”ed' 
¨ÃU ’õe ŸK?K¨ Ÿ¨Åk _d 
Ÿ„ M¿’ƒI uU” LÃ ’¨<d; (Ñê: 234) 

 

Listen, my country folks! 

I’ve got for you reprimands 

You'r neither thieves nor bandits 

You haven’t snatched or robbed 

Why then should  you get reproached 

They  get you rounded in mass 

And speed you up to prison 

But for no one good reason 

And yet you don’t stand up against 

B’cause you’r never rough you’r rather soft 

If you remain so smooth 

And never act to stop it 

Where lies from animals your difference  

That only stood on two legs 

Or from the dead and lifeless 

A thrown away caracas? 

 
 

Abäjä Bäläw, as the poem shows, dereifies the consciousness of the majority towards their 

inhuman treatment by their masters.  He shows the possibility of fighting for one’s freedom. 

He teaches that people are different from animals because they have their own free will. He 
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shows respect for humanity by his refusal to shed blood by fighting with Fitawrari Mäšäša. 

Unlike Abäjä Bäläw,  Gudu Kasa is alienated from the society because the society does not 

comprehend the notion of overcoming its   alienation. On the contrary, Abäjä Bäläw  is 

gladly accepted by the  community, because his way  of revolt makes the people understand 

their human essence. His physical confrontation with dehumanizers seize the consciousness 

of the masses towards the abolition of dehumanization. In any case, there are individuals in 

the society, who comprehend the alienation of man from man. Abäjä Bäläw's  effort is to 

make those human  beings who are forced to believe in their inferiority aware of their  

humanity. As we have learned from the poem, he becomes successful  to a certain extent. 

 

The aforementioned discussion attempts to present dominant  aspects of  alienation in Fįk'įr 

įskä Mäk'abįr  following  the Marxian  model of alienation . The next chapter concentrates 

on similar and different aspects of the notion that manifest themselves in Adäfrįs. 
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CHAPTER IV 
 

Aspects of Alienation in Adäfrįs 

 

       4.1 Alienation of Man from Man 

“ In a class society man’s consciousness is necessarily false consciousness....” (Fromm, 1973: 

73). As the quotation elaborates people who live in a society that is divided by classes 

perceive of the social rules as static, because their consciousness is moulded in such a way. 

We do not see the concept of ‘biologising’ of human relations being used word for word as  

‘bone’ and  ‘blood’ as such in Adäfrįs. What we observe predominantly is a dehumanization 

of human beings based on class difference. What verifies this assertion is the following view 

of W/o Asägaš  that reads:  

 

... Ÿc¨<U¢ c¨< ›K¨< ' Ÿ�”Úƒ S`Ù KKxƒ' Ÿc¨< S`Ù Kg<Sƒ' 
c=vM ›McTIU ¾’@ MÏ .. ›G<” KUdK? ›iŸaŠ” Ñ“ KÑ“ u´Ñ@` ›UdM 
}ðØ[ªM wÂ Ÿ’@ Ò` �Ÿ<M “†¨< MM ’¨<;  ¾KU ¾’@ MÏ ²<]Á”U 
›"vu=”U �Á¿ ’¨< ÚªK....(›Åõ`e : Ñê 1®1)  

 

All men are not equal. There are men among men. My  son, haven’t you heard about 

the saying. ‘As a special tree is selected for the ark of the covenant, there are also 

men selected for higher position.' Now, for instance, simply because my servants are 

also created in the image of God, am I going to consider them my equals? No, my 

son.  One has to consider situations and the environment when discussing such 

things.  
 

W/o Asägaš distinguishes one human being from another on the basis of possessing more 

human attributes. For her, all people are not blessed with same human qualities. This 

perspective brings the issue of ‘biologisng’ of human relations, though she does not talk out 

rightly the notions of ‘bone’ and ‘blood’. However, what determines one’s position in the 

society is the role birth right plays. If one is born of a dignified class then he/she is going to 

be considered ‘human’. This is  why W/o Asägaš uses the social adage that encourages the 

separation of human beings  to substantiate her point. According to the proverb, for the ark of 

the covenant  one chooses  the best of the woods available to cut. Similarly, for a government  
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post one should not choose the scum of humanity but the ‘real humans’. To further affirm her 

position what W/o Asägaš reveals is her relationship with her servants. She is by no means 

equal to the servants, even though they are said to be created in God’s image as she is. Since 

servants are the properties of their owners, they lack the human essence. Indeed, the 

powerless servants are not acting in accordance with their human nature because their 

activity is not free and conscious. W/o Asägaš explicitly states that one should consider the 

environment when expressing opinions. What this implies is that the society in which she 

lives is structured in such a way that fosters the separation of man from another man. 

 

W/o Asägaš manifests her belief in human alienation on several occasions. Let us look at the 

following utterance:   

 

…›cÒi ›cÒi ’‹& ¾T”U Å”ÑAK?Ø ›™ ›ÃÅK‹U ¾^dD ¾J’ ¡w` ›Lƒ....  

(Ñê: 41) 
 

Asägaš is Asägaš she is not a  one to be taken as ignorant and a fool. She has her own 

respect. 
 

W/o Asägaš puts herself high in the stratum of her society. She is not identical with the rest 

of the citizens, because she has her own glory. This glory is the sole property of herself as a 

unique human being. This seems the reason, she does not want peasants and servants to walk 

on the same track that she has trodden. They have to let the road, stop and show their respect, 

for her splendor forces them to do so. W/o Asägaš has the right to say and do whatever she 

wants, because she has the economic power. That is why she depersonalizes the peasant who 

comes to her to borrow some sorghum. As Fäk'adä points out, (1998:13). The peasant accepts 

whatever she utters since his position does not allow him to act freely. He even does not have 

a freedom of speech to express his view on some of the things she says. The peasant seems to 

acknowledge his inferior position, as long as he has no economic power. In spite of this, he 

appears to have controlled his means of production, the land. Therefore he is not one of the 
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chattels of W/o Asägaš. His position resembles that of P'et'ros, W/o Asägaš s man servant. 

For P'et'ros,  

 

... ¨<`Åƒ ¾ðKÑ<ƒ” T×ƒ �”Í= õLÑAƒ” KTÓ–ƒ c=vM ¾T>Å`c¨< 
`ÓÝ“ ÓMUÝ ›ÃÅKU vÃ ’¨<:: (›Åõ`e: 94) 
 

He thinks  that being degraded results from being denied what one looks for and not 

from being oppressed, kicked and looked down upon while attempting to fulfill ones 

desire. 
 

Similar to P'et'ros, the peasant bears the depersonalization and degradation of the land lady in 

order to get his sorghum. The speech of W/o Asägaš  carries a sense of vengeance because 

the peasant in the past belittled her authority. She reminds him that he is indeed not human 

compared to her, by calling herself 'your lady'. 

 

In fact, W/o Asägaš  considers poor peasants like animals. She states,  

...  ²[ ÉH Á¨< ®SK ÉH ’¨< .. u=jS<ƒ u=gMS<ƒ .. ›G<” ›IÁ” 
u=ÁeÑ@×Dƒ ¾ƒ—¨<” Ó`T VÑe MKÑ˜..;.... (Ñê' 172) 
 
One born of the poor is also characterized by poor manners whether given gifts or high 

position. Now, take the donkey, whatever you do to adorn it, where does it get the grace 

and glory from? 

 
 

Being poor seems to be identified with vulgarity, being uncultured, ill-mannered and similar 

attributes that are taken as properties of the scum of society. When a person is poor he/she is 

seen as a thing that has fixed characteristics.  The notion of change is not the property of a 

poor person. Hence whether he/she is appointed or dressed well it does not alter the original 

thing like status of the person. W/o Asägaš likens the effort to change the poor with trying to 

decorate a donkey. This view of W/o Asägaš materializes itself with the way she treats her 

servants  as her chattels. 
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As a matter of fact, there is slavery going on in her household. The reactions of the 

underprivileged servants has a stabilizing effect on this system, because they perceive of their 

sub-human status normal. The following sentence confirms this point, it reads: 

 

... ›G<”U �u?ƒ "K<ƒ �[™‹ G<K~ uÓw` ¾}Á²< “†¨<' ›v„‰†¨< Ów\” 
�eŸ=ŸõK< É[e K=ÁÑKÓK< ¾SÖ<:: J•U MÐ‡” ¾}kuK<ƒ }KU’¨< K’õc? 
wK¨<  ’u` �”Í= ›eÑÉÅ¨< ›M’u[U .... (Ñê: 94) 

 
In fact, from among the servants serving at home presently, two of them are held 

because of taxation. They came to serve until their fathers are able to pay their taxes. 

However, the kids were taken in not by force but because their fathers begged for it 

and it was  also considered to benefit the soul on the part of the receivers i.e W/o 

Asägaš. 
 

Both W/o Asägaš and the peasants who have to pay tribute, consider children objects. The 

children serve as bartering commodities. Since their fathers regard the authority of the land 

lady as conventional, giving their children for the services of her is mandatory. What could 

make these shepherds free is their fathers' ability to pay their tributes. As we can observe W/o 

Asägaš does not force them to give their children as collaterality. This way the children 

become slaves. By begging for their children’s imprisonment the parents act against their 

children's freedom. The children have no choice of their own. They are denied their human 

essence, since they are treated like objects. 

 

The relationship of these shepherds and their owner is based on ‘thing-ificaiton’. These 

people are viewed in terms of their utility. They are distinguished as the activity itself. These 

shepherds spend their lives watching the sheep and goats of their owner. They have no 

human identity. Their essence is that of shepherding. W/o Asägaš seems to value her animals 

more than human beings, because the animals bring more honour. In fact, having plenty of 

them is a sign of prestige. For instance, there are calves that dwell in the same room with the 

owner, and get the affection of people. The way these animals are treated excels the way 
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humans are treated. The shepherds sleep on the floor with the sheep and goats. The condition 

is explained in the next passage.  

 

... ckL−‡ ¡Ç” Ã’<^†¨< �”Í= Ó`ÓÇ†¨< õÓ`Ó` w‰ ’¨<:: ›”Å—¨< 
K¨LÉ uÔ‹“ õ¾KA‹ Ÿ’ÓMÑKA‰†¨< TÑA]Á ’¨<:: }Ÿ<L¨<“ kua¨< �ÃK— 
eKJ’ �Á’ÑK†¨< �”ÇÃH@É �[™‡U ßU` ¾T>}–<ƒ �²=G< ’¨<::(Ñê' 
32) 
 

 The barn though roofed is only sparsely walled. One of them is for keeping the 

mother goats and sheep including their offspring. Since the foxes and the  wolves are 

malicious and could carry them away, the shepherds are made to pass the night in the 

same barn to protect the animals. 
 

The above cited passage reveals how human beings are treated inhumanely. The shepherds 

are expected to lack the notion of rest. They have to be on guard in the night time while the 

animals take rest. This situation manifests their sub-human status. The shepherds, since they 

accept that their value is less than that of the animal they do not raise their voice against 

guarding day and night. This is so because their consciousness is formed after the belief of 

the community that conceives of human alienation as the order of the universe. As can be 

observed from the status of the shepherds, shelter which is one of the basic necessities of 

human beings becomes a myth to them. What brings this desocialising, dehumanizing and 

denaturalizing of human relationships, as mentioned earlier is the reified or ‘false 

consciousness’ of the society. 

 

This kind of community, as Fritz Pappenheim (1959:82) elaborates is: “… a caricature of true 

human community, since man has become so isolated that his separateness from other men is 

accepted as his natural form of existence and the human bond which is the essence of 

mankind appears to be nonessential”. 

 

For the formation of such type of society and ‘false consciousness’ religion plays a vital role. 

We are gong to examine how. Religion shapes the community’s view of life and the approval 
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of the existing system. The society we find in Adäfrįs is similar to that of Fįk'įr įskä 

Mäk'abįr in its submissiveness to the institutionalized ideology. The dominant religion 

through, the priests its interpreters desensitizes the people with its teachings. The instrument 

of benumbing the listeners is The Bible. The religious teachers interpret the words in 

whatever way they think suitable. The crowd, since it is God’s word the priests are 

explicating, accepts it with awe. Then, this interpretation becomes common principle of life. 

For instance, to justify the inherent inequality of human beings, Abba Addise employs The 

Book as follows:  

 

... cTJÃ '›=¢’ W“¾ ’>X>› %we} ¨<K<É S¨<H>w KŸKvƒ' ...  ¾MÐ‡” 
%weƒ K¨<j‡ ... ›=ƒÄåÁ KÇ=Á U” }ÖkS‹ .. ¾T””U �ŸK?” ¾TÃvM 
MÏ cweu¨< ›ÃÅKU �”È ”Ñ<W< SŸ^†¨<” ¾T>Á¨<ƒ ...; (Ñê' 1®®) 
 

Do you listen 'ikonä sänayä nisia hįbįstä wįlud mäwhib läkäläbat'  the children’s 

bread  for the dogs. What does Ethiopia benefit then? ….  Is the king not bothering 

himself and taking trouble by gathering the sons of the insignificant nameless people. 

 

According to Abba Addise The Bible categorizes man into two. These are people, who 

inherently are endowed with the right to enjoy everything good. This, for the priest shows 

that not all people are created equal. He uses ‘children’ for those he considers ‘human’ and 

‘dogs’ for those he regards non-human. Trying to treat all people equally, for him is giving 

the meal of children to dogs. Comparing poor people to dogs exposes the priest's refusal to 

accept human equality. It seems the educational policy in Adäfrįs  allows all people 

including the poor to obtain education. As a result, there are people who come from the poor, 

that get different posts in government offices. This condition for the priest exhibits the king’s 

tribulation. This suffering of the king, comes to the front, since he deals with uncultured, ill-

mannered and vulgar species of a human being. The priest also presents his belief in the 

‘biologising’ concept, when he says that those people could not trace their ancestry from the 

line of nobles. Hence, they have no name and should not be treated in an equal manner with 
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human beings. By using The Bible that is highly respected by the society, the priest’s 

interpretation of it gives the impression of innate human inequality. If the word of God itself 

says people are not created equal, there is no way the  poor claims his/her equality. 

 

This shaping of consciousness towards being indifferent for change, helps the overlords 

justify their dehumanization of others. Abba Addise further approves of exploitation by 

talking positively about domestic slavery. He says:  

...›G<” ¾²=‹ ¾’@ MÏ ßc™‹“ Ñva‹.. Ã¤¨<“: ^d†¨<” Te}ÇÅ` 

�ÁnK†¨< ›ÃÅKU: Ÿ¾T>eƒ Ÿ¾MÐ‰†¨< �¾Ñu< ¾T>ÁÉ\Lƒ..Ã¤¨<“ 
�”ÇÁ‹G<ƒ: ¨”Ê‡” KÑu_’ƒ c?„‡” KðÝÃ: KðKÃ’ƒ: L[U: KÑ<MÕKA 
MÐ‰†¨<” K[˜’ƒ: K}ŸKÃ’ƒ: K}LLŸ=’ƒ �ÁªK‹ Ke}ÇÉ^†ªK‹.. (Ñê: 
157) 

 

Now, look at the tenants of this daughter of mine. Is it not because they simply could 

not manage their livelihood that they came with all their wives and children to serve 

her and live under her? As you have seen, she administered them by assigning the 

men as farmers, the females as grinders, weavers and farming hands whereas their 

children are made to serve as shepherds, servants and errand boys. 
 

Abba Addise utters the above, when substantiating his conviction that presupposes free will 

as the attribute of only a wealthy person. Basically, the distinction between human beings and 

animals  lie in the former's free and conscious activity. The system that is based on human 

alienation makes the majority powerless, hence forces the poor present themselves as slaves. 

These people are forced to act contrary to their social nature. Because of the situation, the 

powerless prefers to survive under servitude than die of hunger. For the priest, the poor 

surrenders to  the  land lady because he/she does not know how to use his/her own free will. 

However, the fact is that the impositions levied on these people prove to be beyond their 

ability. By being an ally of the prestigious, the priest supports the system. For him, since it is 

God who creates both the poor and the rich, the social rules are just. His view seizes the 

consciousness of the community and especially the privileged ones. Following shows how 
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W/o Asägaš actualizes the teaching she receives from the priest, when she talks with the  

peasant who comes to borrow some sorghum. She states: 

�Ó²=›wN?`” Sõ^ƒ ¾SËS]Á¨< Øuw ’¨<:: Ÿ²=ÁU ¾uLÄ‹I” T¡u`-
vLv„‹”'vK`e„‹”'¾”Ñ<X†¨< MÓY“ ¾�Ó²=›wN?` †`’ƒ ÁM}KÁ†¨<” 
.... (Ñê '8) 

 

Fear of God is the beginning of all wisdom. Then respect for superiors, nobility, land 

lords and all those blessed with the grace of their king and God.  
 

As W/o Asägaš expounds the beginning of all wisdom is fearing God. The next wisdom is 

respecting landlords/ladies to whom the grace of God never part. This implies that the 

authority of rulers comes from God. W/o Asägaš separates people by considering herself 

superior. As a rule, the lower class should be   obedient to those who rule over. If they 

deviate from this rule, God himself interferes to punish them. For W/o Asägaš that is why the 

peasant who is begging for sorghum becomes needy unexpectedly. For the peasant his 

destitution is a reminder of the existence of God’s grace with his rulers. This kind of 

parroting religious teaching shows the depth of religious reification. 

 

It is Ato Wäldu who tries to elaborate why religion exercises such a grip on the world view 

of the community. He explains: 

 

... ›w³—¨< ¾›=ƒÄåÁ Q´w ¾T>•[¨< KU“u<U ßU` ’¨<:: .. ÅÓ W`Š 
�Ó²=›wN?` ¾T>Á²¨<” G<K< ðêT@ S”ÓY} cTÁƒ ÑwŠ �•^KG< uTKƒ 
›ÃÅKU �”È ›v‚ ..; (Ñê: 157) 

 

The majority of the Ethiopian people also live an imagined spiritual life.  Father, is it 

not true, that the people aspire to do good, and accomplish God’s orders in order to 

obtain and live in heaven? 
 

As Ato Wäldu explains, the community is taught that this life is just temporary. Hence, all 

the suffering one receives in this world will be compensated in the coming life. This coming 

life is determined by one’s obedient way of life with the rules and regulations given by God. 

Living in accordance with God’s commandments brings forth eternal life. On the contrary, 

trying to go astray from the principles which God sets out results in eternal destruction. Both 
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the upper and lower classes of society hope to join the kingdom of heaven. Those who are 

higher in the social strata try not to lose the favour of the church. They show their reverence 

through supporting the priests financially. They do this because they believe, it is through the 

supplications of the priests that they obtain remission to be part of God’s heavenly kingdom. 

The church on its part supports the earthly life of its benefactors, by approving the alienation 

of man from man, by its shrewd interpretation of The Book. People who belong to the lower 

class also want to join heaven. In order to attain eternal life, they have to prove themselves 

worthy of such an existence. What tells them God’s way is The Bible and reading and 

interpreting it is not their domain. Therefore, they go to the priests to learn the way of God. 

What they are told is to respect their overlords and to comply with the teachings of the 

church. The priests console the poor by saying the kingdom of God belongs to those who 

suffer in this world. This way, the church makes the community unresponsive to change. This 

view discourages realization of humanity. As a result, the system that is based on the 

alienation of man from man continues. However, similar to those few persons, who have 

dereified consciousness in Fįk'įr įskä Mäk'abįr, there are few people in Adäfrįs who 

realize the effect of reification. The next section deals with this concept. 

 

     4.2 ‘Dereified’ Consciousness 

 

Even though, some people become aware of the snare of reification, not all of them preach 

change. On the contrary, they prefer to conform to the rules of the society. One of these 

people is Ato Wäldu. Ato Wäldu got the opportunity to obtain a limited amount of Western 

education. As a result, his view of the world differs from that of his community. Ato Wäldu 

reflectively comprehends the rules and regulations of his society. He even understands the 

consciousness that is shaped by different social forces, mainly religion. However, he prefers 

to remain with his awareness by not criticizing the life of the people. He, for instance, shows 
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his conformation by accepting his sister’s offer to be cleansed with the book of 'K'edär'. Ato 

Wäldu realizes that the community needs a thorough education to go along with his view. 

Since, educating the masses seems impossible, he prefers to live in harmony with the 

illiterate. Of course, when he feels something is wrong, he freely expresses his view, as in the 

case of Abba Addise’s misleading interpretation of The Bible. Though he does not participate 

in the alienation of human beings, he sees no problem in its continuation as a system. As for 

his personal view he states:  

 

... KK?L c¨< v]Á ŸSJ” K^c? v]Á SJ”” S[ØG<... K^c< v]Á SJ” 
ÁM‰K KK?L c¨< v]Á ÃJ“M ’¨< ¾’<aÂ õMeõ“...  eK²=I K^c? 
�”ÇiŸ`U �”ÅÑ@KU J–@ �•^KG< .. Ã¡u` ÃSeÑ” Gwƒ ›K˜:: - Ó” 
u=J”U Ÿ[Ç„Š Ò` lóaU �”ÅG< ›w_ qõ_.. g¡UU �”ÅG< ›w_ 
}g¡T@ ’¨< ¾U•[¨< .... (Ñê: 214) 

 

I chose to be my own slave instead of being the slave of others, my philosophy of life  

is that whoever cannot be his own  slave becomes a slave to others. Thus, I live as a 

slave and a master for myself. Thanks to God I have wealth. But, I live with my 

assistants doing whatever they do be it digging or carrying with them. 
 

Ato Wäldu has the human essence of free will. He wants to keep this freedom at all costs. As 

stated earlier the poor members of the community amenably make themselves slaves, 

because they are hampered from exercising their own free will. On the contrary, Ato Wäldu 

prefers to be his own master and his own slave. His dereified consciousness makes him 

comprehend that self- realization is an important essence of a person as a social being. His 

enlightenment enables him to keep his freedom and coexist with the social system. The 

mention of his wealth, though, should be considered critically. Economic well-being is an 

important factor in the realization of one’s social nature. In contrast with the serfs and 

servants, Ato Wäldu has sufficient time to satisfy his other human needs like knowledge, 

beauty and creativity. His thirst for admiring beauty of nature seems the driving force that 

compels him to live in the countryside. Consequently, he treats his subordinates like human 

beings. He even calls his servants ‘my assistants’. He does not put himself higher in social 
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strata. Ato Wäldu expresses himself through manual work with his assistants. The division of 

labour that dehumanizes the labourers has no place with him. Though his outlook of the 

world deviates from the dominant view of the community, he does not publicly teach change. 

This way he integrates with society, without alienating from it, unlike Gudu Kasa who strives 

to change the outlook of his community. 

 

The other person who has similar world view is the judge Ato T'įso . Unlike Ato Wäldu, Ato 

T'įso is not the member of the country folks. However, he acts in compliance with the 

custom of the rural society. Ato T'įso is free from the snare of reification because he 

perceives of the social system as man-made. Following is how he reveals his perspective:  

 

... ¯KU” ¾Á³ƒ ›w³—¨< ¾UKU”uƒ ’Ñ` Ÿc¨< ¾S’Ú uSJ’<  
KU“KI; TK‚ ¾U“U”uƒ ›w³—¨< ’Ñ` ^d‹” ¾ðÖ`’¨< ›ÃSeMIU 
...; (Ñê: 253) 

 

Do you believe that most of the  things that influence the world as a belief has 

generated from man? I mean don’t you think  most of the things  we believe in are 

our own creations? 

 

The above assertion exhibits a credence in the dynamic nature of human beings. It is the 

ideas of individuals that become institutionalized and emerged as rules. Concepts like the 

meaning of human life, human nature and good and evil, before taking their existing 

meanings begin as thoughts in individuals’ minds. Therefore, Ato T'įso is cognizant of 

man’s servitude to the rules and regulations that are created by man himself/herself. If this is 

the case, what helps systems of thoughts take root is the congregate agreement of a particular 

society. 

 

 However, the judge does not speak of change. Even though the social practices are man-

made he seems to approve of them. His position resembles that of Ato Wäldu in terms of 

conforming to the social convention. Ato T'įso praises those social practices he considers 
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good and condemns those he considers bad. As to the social convention of inequality, he does 

not discuss. In fact, he appears to support the alienation of man from man based on power. 

He states:    

...  ¾YM×”“ ¾uLÃ’ƒ MTÉ ›K”::- U” TKƒ ’¨< �”ÓÇ=I YM×”” 
¾T¡u`“ uLÃ’ƒ” ¾SK²´ MTÉ ›K” TKƒ ’¨< (Ñê : 73) 
 
We have a culture of authority and superiority. What  this means is that we have the 

culture of showing respect  to authority and submitting and showing obedience to 

superiors. 
 

As we have discussed thoroughly, the social relation that is based on classes bisect people in 

two. Ato T'įso explains of the habit of surrendering to the power of the upper class as a good 

tradition. In fact, what assists the powerful to degrade poor people is this custom of accepting 

the authority of dehumanizers. Theoretically, the powerful has the duty to safeguard the 

rights of their subordinates. However, the majority of the upper class consider their power 

inherent and look down upon the poor justifiably. The practice of obeying authority takes 

root deeply, hence considered natural. Ato T'įso, despite his awareness of the artificiality of 

the convention, consents to it. He wants to be guided by the customs the majority approves as 

normal. His conformation is not limited to social customs. He also approves the power of 

religion over the masses. 

 

As explained earlier, religion stupefies the people not to concentrate on the present life. If the 

people accept dehumanization and degradation as the order of the world, there will be no 

violence. However, if people start to realize their alienation, the system becomes disrupted 

and people beginto express their discord. What Ato T'įso presents as a solution against such 

action reads as follows:  

 ... uQ´u< ²”É ›K wK” ¾U”¢^uƒ ð]G �Ó²=›wN?` �”ÇÃÖó u?}-
�Ó²=›wN?` ¾UƒÖ’¡`uƒ” S”ÑÉ Sh~ ’¨< ( Ñê : 264) 

 

We have to look for means of keeping the fear of God prevailing among people that 

we are proud of from perishing and we have  to look for ways of strengthening the 

house of God. 
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As long as the house of God represented by its priests continues to preach the status quo 

allying with the powerful, religion cannot be a solution to social evils. The facts show that 

religious interpreters are in favour of alienation of man from man. Therefore, Ato T'įso 

supports reification of the people through religion, even if he grasps the system consciously. 

 

Both Ato Wäldu and Ato T'įso prefer to comply with the social system. They do not preach 

human equality, rather they encourage others to abide by the social rules. Both people 

transcend self-alienation, but do not move to take measures against human alienation. Their 

personal convictions alone meant almost nothing because abolishing human alienation 

requires a unified act of the community with people like the two above. However, we find 

another person who ardently preach social and cultural change. This person is Adäfrįs who is 

a representative of the education and its structure. In the next section attempt is made to 

elaborate how he confronts the concept of alienation. 

 

      4.3 Education and Alienation in Adäfrįs 

Every society has its own system of education. The quest for knowledge is an inherent 

quality of human beings. However, the focus of this present discussion is not examining the 

system of education in general, rather it is aimed at revealing how the general system of 

education that we find in Adäfrįs , moulds the consciousness of its members towards human 

relations. It is to be recalled that the society in Adäfrįs exhibits a religiously reified 

consciousness. It is on this world view that Adäfrįs tries to impose his erudite ideas. 

Basically, what he wants to preach is a change of the social system. The kind of change he 

advocates though is mainly theoretical. The following is how he explains his position: 

... ¿’>y`e+ ¾ÑvG<ƒ ¾}éð” KTe}Òvƒ ›ÃUcMI.. ¾–awK?V‹” S’h 
ŸY^†¨< �ÁÖ“G< SMe KTÓ–ƒ ’¨<:: (Ñê: 56) 
 
Don’t think that I joined the university to   absorb and reverberate what has been 

written… I joined it to study problems and their root causes in order to find solutions.  
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Adäfrįs seems to acknowledge that identifying the roots of problems and finding solutions is 

the task of the educated elite. Nevertheless, his way of propagating change does not consider 

that he is dealing with people whose consciousness is deeply moulded by the customs and 

beliefs of the society. For instance, the people he talks to at the court house concentrate on 

their immediate problems. They listen to whatever he says, because they take him as an 

authority. What he preaches makes him alienate from them because both have different 

consciousness. For instance, let us discuss his theory of the unconscious, which he presents 

ambiguously. He talks of the unconscious as a social phenomenon, when he begins his 

speech. He seems to support the Marxian view that states of consciousness as a product of a 

particular practice of life in a given society. This means that he is telling them the role their 

formed consciousness plays in the way they view the world. But his listeners do not even 

know the word he uses to explain his theory. Contrary to the previous quoted statement, what 

he does is not identifying and solving their problems but imposing his ambiguous notion. 

Since what he preaches to them has no connection with their current cause, they respond to 

his views based on their retained knowledge. This appears unacceptable to Adäfrįs , hence 

he states:  

... ß^i ¾UK¨<” ðêV ›ÃcS<˜U& Å”qa “†¨< ¨ÃU ›ÃÑv†¨<U' 
�’@ eK Ów`“ d¨^ �’c< ¾T>Á¨\ƒ eK w\KÃƒ ’¨<:: (Ñê: 43) 
 
They never listen to what I say. They are idiots or they don’t understand. When  I talk 

about agriculture, they  talk about Brutayt. [A legendary girl saved by the saints from 

the mouth of a certain serpent] 
 

This shows that his education does not enable Adäfrįs to consider how reified consciousness 

views the world. Therefore, his education instead of bridging the gap between him and the 

society, serves as an alienating instrument. As explained previously, Adäfrįs does not 

present comprehensible theory of the unconscious. This is seen with his discussion of the 

concept with Bälay for the second time. This time he presents the unconscious as an inherent 
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part of a human being. His lack of clarity represents the failure of his education. As a rule, 

education plays a vital role in dereifying the consciousness of the mass. Regarding this  

Meszaros  (1975: 289-290) has the following  to say “… Thus the positive transcendence of 

alienation is, in the last analysis, an educational task, requiring a radical “cultural revolution” 

for its realization.” Contrary to Meszaros’s assertion Adäfrįs could not perform his 

‘educational task’ because his education does not teach him how to surpass human alienation. 

Of course, he wages war on the culture and tries to revolutionize it. However, his approach 

lacks understanding of the social and thought systems of the community. 

 

Adäfrįs  is ambitious.  He assumes that people change their ways because he shows them a 

better course. The previously discussed conformists Ato Wäldu and Ato T'įso repeatedly tell 

him that his mere preaching does not alter a thing. The society that Adäfrįs strives to reform 

accepts the alienation of man from man. This creates difficulty to eliminate the belief in 

inequality of human beings. What might alter this outlook as Ato Wäldu expounds below to 

Adäfrįs  is:  

 

...  c¨< u�Ó²=›wN?` ›UdM eK}ðÖ[  uð×]¨< òƒ �Ÿ<M ’¨<“ 
¾�Ÿ<M’~” G<’@K HÃT•~” ›eK¢ "e}T\ƒ �”Å ›Ç=e Ó”ØM Ñ@Ø 
eKTÃqØ[¨< ÃkuK¨< ÃJ“M::.... (Ñê: 153)  
 
Since man has been created in the image of God and he is equal  infront of Him, if 

this equality is taught to man by relating it to his religion, then he will not see it as 

something  superficial but may accept it. 

 

Ato Wäldu shows his familiarity with the rules and regulations of the community, unlike 

Adäfrįs who aspires to make cultural revolution on baseless ground. What the people need is 

altering their ‘false consciousness’. This change calls for a strong ideological institution. 

Since the society perceives that no human power assumes authority above the supernatural, it 

seems impossible to reform the social relations. Ato Wäldu himself doubts the possibility of 

changing the communities deepened credence through a different religious teaching. 
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As discussed earlier, Adäfrįs’s views are mainly theoretical. He disapproves of any social 

custom that he regards backward. He wants to abolish the system that he believes the anti-

thesis of development. Ato Wäldu talks of Adäfrįs  and his fellows negatively, by calling 

them obstinate. This is so because for Adäfrįs he is the only one who possesses the truth. 

What he presents as a driving force of his conduct is the system of education as stated below:  

 

... ¾ƒUI`K‹” ÃµK �”ÅG< �”Ç=Á Á[Ñ”; ›ÃK¨pU¢.... ( Ñê: 212) 
 

Could it be the content of our education that made us that way? It is not known.  

 

One can observe from this statement the speaker’s lack of confidence. Being stubborn is not a 

desired quality, from a student like Adäfrįs . However, by way of avoiding responsibility for 

his own behavior, he attributes responsibility to the educational system. His lack of 

confidence and fear of responsibility by themselves reveal the deterioration of the academic 

network.  

 

The education that Adäfrįs is given could not bring “positive transcendence of alienation” 

because it does not aim at the betterment of human relationships. Instead of encouraging the 

sociality of man, the educational system upholds the division of humanity. The following is 

how the people consider others who obtain ‘western’ education : 

 

... KUdK? ¨LÐ‹” ¾SÉð`' HÃT•ƒ” ¾Tõ[e' YM×”” ¾S“p 
G<’@K−‹ ÃKÃv‹%EM ÃLD‹%EM Ÿu?}cx‰†¨< ^l ›Ñ<M ¾ÑKM}˜’ƒ 
S”ðe“ ’<a ðÖ\ ÃLD‹%EM::... w²< Ñ>²? uTÃq¿ ŸM¿ M¿ U°^w“ 
Ue^p GÑa‹ u}Ö^kS< SUI^” eKT>S\' ¨<Ö?K†¨< ¾TÁÕÕ J’ 
�”Å �eeƒ ÃKª¨×K<& sT> Ndw ¾L†¨<U& ÑAÅKA ew�“ ’¨< 
SÅUÅT>Á†¨< ÃLD‹%EM..  ( Ñê: 231) 
 

They say that you show disobedience to your parents, you try to destroy religion, and 

you look down upon authority… They also say that you keep aloof from your family 

and create a spirit and life of being alienated. Since you are led by temporarily 

staying teachers coming from the West and the East your end result is said to be 

unattractive. They also say that you keep changing like the chameleon and have no 

consistent outlook and hence you end up with an incomplete personality. 
 

As the above quotation exposes, the system of education that Adäfrįs reflects does not aim at 

solving problems of human relations by integrating with it. Since, the system is uni-
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dimensional, it upholds the thinking that is given by different ‘foreign’ teachers. This 

situation brings forth a crisis of identity. This is so because when one is taught to denounce 

his way of living by imagining an ideal place the result is alienation from one’s self. In fact, 

Adäfrįs does not examine the social relations of the society and he does not learn how to 

make what he preaches practical. What is more, instead of trying to improve the human 

relations of his own society, he strives to reach at ‘western’ civilization. In short, his view 

can be stated as educational utopia. Since the educated elite considers himself/herself 

superior to the illiterate masses, by way of showing this phenomenon he/she creates an ivory 

tower. Hence, instead of contributing in the dereification process of the consciousness of the 

people the education system aggravates the alienation of man from man. Consequently, the 

educated elite regards his/her community strange, the society in its turn views such people as 

outcasts.  

 

Education could further serve as an alienating instrument by eliminating one’s identity. The 

system of education that we find in Adäfrįs  teaches the supremacy of foreign languages 

especially English over the indigenous ones. Adäfrįs  seems to recognize how one’s identity 

could be lost through language when he says: 

 

...  u�”ÓK=´— KSÓKê ¾T>Áe†Ó` ›=ƒÄåÁ© Ndw- u�”ÓK=´— s”s 
¾TÃÑKê“ ¾K?K T”—¨<U ›=ƒÄåÁ©  vIM G<K< ªÒ �”ÅK?K¨< }qÖ[ 
�”Í=- �”Ë^¨<” 'w_É' ¨Ö<” 'c<ý' ÖÃS<” 'wL¡ ' Øl\” '’@Óa' �”Ç=K< 
}ÑÅÆÃ U” ›KóI w‰ ... ¾›=ƒÄåÁ¨<Á”” ew�“ ›Øõ}¨< ¾ð[”Ì” 
ew�“ }Ÿ<uƒ ’¨< ¾UMI .... (Ñê: 295) 

 

Ethiopian view difficult to be expressed in English, an Ethiopian culture not known in 

English and difficult to explain in English were all considered to be useless. They 

were forced to take 'Enjära' as bread 'Wät' as soup, the moderately colored as black 

and the black as Negro. All in all, they discarded the Ethiopian personality and 

exchanged it for the white man's personality. 
 

What Adäfrįs  talks about  in short is a reified consciousness through education. As we have 

already mentioned the dominant ideological structure exercises tremendous power in the 

shaping of the consciousness of its subjects. What the education system does to its recipient 
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is similar. Since the education system praises the use of the English language, what it does is 

forcing people to disregard theirs. Rejecting one’s own medium of communication implies 

rejecting the community that uses it. This is so because “… language is an institution, a way 

in which men stand in relation to one another….” (Turner:1968:17). If one is taught to 

disregard his/her language and community, then he/she strives to be the person that is 

identified with the ‘superior’ language. Hence, an Ethiopian who is inculcated  in such a way 

aspires to be a European or an American. Education is seen as the domain of the English 

language. Therefore. being educated requires a thorough knowledge of this language. As 

Turner explains language serves as an instrument of relationship in a given community. 

However, if the educated elite sticks to his/her English to impart his/her messages, his/her 

alienation from the masses becomes intense. The situation causes the identity crisis of the 

educated elite which again exposes the crisis of the educational system. This crisis becomes 

profound when the educated elite tries to be integrated in the community. 

 

 

Adäfrįs reflects the above kind of personality when he discusses with Abba Yohanįs. While 

the priest tries to tell him about a local church that is believed to be leaning, he talks about 

‘the leaning tower of Pizza’ found in Italy. This shows that the educated elite perceives of 

knowledge in the framework of the education system that is designed to eliminate local 

identity. 

 

The previously mentioned conformists, Ato T'įso  and Ato Wäldu reflectively grasp the 

alienating effect of  the education system. They comprehend that the education aims at 

guiding the life of the society in Western customs. This custom does not help to increase the 

prosperity of the country. Instead, it aims at increasing government officials who are said to 

be skilled based on some kind of paper examinations. Since this system chooses the town as a 

seat of learning, it separates the rural community. For the above mentioned people, the 
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question of identity is essential. Though they conform to the convention of the society they 

are cognizant of the effect the system brings. Ato T'įso expresses his view as follows: 

 

... ²S“©¨<” YM×’@ KSkuM SËS]Á SkuÁ cw�“‹”” �“Ö”¡` ’¨< 
¾UK¨< .. vIL‹””- MTÇ‹””' ¨Ò‹””' p`d‹”” �”S`U` ..  S`U[” 
ÁÑ–’¨<” Ã²” ÁLÑ–’¨<” �”ðMÓ- ›K²=Á ’õe �”Å}K¾‹¨< YÒ J’” 
w”k`w uS²¨<` ¾T>H@É cw�“ ’¨< ¾U“}`ð¨< ’¨< ¾U”K¨<.... ( Ñê: 
23®) 

 

What we are saying is in order to accept modern civilization first we need to 

strengthen our own personality upon which to receive. We need to  look into our 

culture, tradition, customs, norms and artifacts-then we hold what we have found 

through investigation and look for what we did not get. Otherwise, if we come close 

like a body without soul then what we get is a personality propelled by a machine.  
 

Ato T'įso consciously elaborates the need to realize one’s humanity. One has to build his/her 

own personality freely within the framework of human possibilities. This implies examining 

human relationships and abolishing dehumanization. According to Ato T'įso one has to 

examine his/her own way of existence before trying to receive another. Otherwise one will 

lose his/her identity and becomes like a machine that rotates whenever the wind comes. 

 

A person who realizes the essence of humanity comprehensibly does not suffer from identity 

crisis. This assertion agrees with the following statement of  F.T. Mikahailov (1980:200) 

which reads; “Surely, then, to be a human being merely means being able to distinguish one’s 

knowledge from the object of knowledge, oneself from those around one and from the 

external world in general and of course oneself as a person from one’s own abilities and 

actions.” 

 

In a society whose consciousness is reified, the above kind of self-realization seems almost 

impossible. Moreover, the society that we find in Adäfrįs is hampered from exercising its 

free will. Even teachers are not allowed to teach what they believe is true. Again it is Ato 

T'įso  who explains this point:  

 ...  ›e}T]−‹ S”ÓYƒ ¾kÖ^†¨< “†¨<:: ^d†¨< uÓM ¾T>ÁU’<uƒ” 
dÃJ” S”ÓY~ ¾T>ÁU”uƒ” Te}T` ’¨< ÓÈK†¨<::.... (Ñê : 233) 
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Teachers are employees  of the government. They are obliged to teach what the 

government believes in, and not what they  themselves believe in . 
 

What the above quotation implies is that the education system serves the interests of the 

government. Since the government needs submissive subjects the education should fulfill the 

government’s need. What Ato T'įso says about the education system agrees with Meszaros's 

(1976:303) two main functions of education in a capitalist society, they are: “(1) the 

production of the skills necessary to running the economy and (2) the formation of cadres, 

and the elaboration of the methods of political control”. If instructors are forced to parrot the 

beliefs of the state they are prohibited from exercising their freedom of speech. As we can 

observe, the skills that one obtains from education do not enable him/her to treat human 

beings equally. Instead it moulds one’s consciousness towards using one’s skill for the 

existence of the status quo. In short, the system of education produces people who are 

commercial minded and who are not conscious of their consciousness. 

 

As one can see from the discussion on Adäfrįs the alienation concept that is proposed by 

Marx serves to elaborate many aspects of human relationship. The explanation given here is 

hoped to throw light on the comprehension of human condition in a society whose members 

are divided. In the coming chapter attempt will be made to examine critically the human 

condition in Kadmas Bašagär. 
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CHAPTER V 

 

Aspects of Alienation in Kadmas Bašagär 
 

     5.1 Alienation of Man from Man 

The human relationship that we come across in Kadmas Bašagär, as observed in the 

previously discussed books, is based on the separation of man from man in various ways. The 

first notion we are going to examine is the 'biologising' of human interaction that upholds the 

supremacy of ‘bone’ and  ‘blood’ in one’s social status. The proponents of this outlook are 

W/o Bafäna and Ato Abatä. As explained in the cases of Fįk'įr įskä Mäk'abįr  and Adäfrįs  

the driving force behind this ‘biologising’  of human relations is reified consciousness. Ato 

Abatä talks of this kind of consciousness when discussing his world view with Abärra. He 

states:   

 

 vIL‹””“ ›e}dcv‹”” ›K¨<k¨<T:: ( Ñê: 114) 
 

You don’t know our culture and our point of  view. 

 

The way Ato Abatä and W/o Bafäna perceive reality differs from that of Abärra. Abärra, to a 

certain extent has tried to denounce the culture and thought system of his folks. However, 

what is stressed in the above statement is how Ato Abatä exposes his view on human 

relationship in relation to his limited perspective. 

 

For Ato Abatä the descent of human beings can be categorized into three. The first group 

traces its descent from the ‘purest’ of humanity, which Ato Abatä and his relative belong to. 

By confirming this point, he says, of his brother the following: 

 ... T”’~” �”Èƒ ›Á¨<pU! ¾ËÓ“¨< ¾òK¨<^] ¨`l v”ƒÃ`Ñ< MÏ 
’¨<:: ²^†¨< �”Å¨`p ¾Ö^   uKÒe’K†¨<“ uGÃT•K†¨< ê’<’ƒ GÑ` 
Á¨n†¨< KLp c¨< ’u\:: (Ñê :23) 

 

… How come he does not know himself? He is the son of Fitawrari Wärku Bantyrgu, 

the hero. His father was a great man known to every body for his commitment to his  

religion and for his generosity and for descending  from an ancestry  as pure as gold. 
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As the quotation reveals the type of people who belong to the ‘purest’ group have well 

known names. These names affirm their unique and human status in the community. What is 

more, the purity of this line of descent is analogous with the purity of gold. The qualities of 

this descent are mightiness, generosity and religious devotion. Hence, for Ato Abatä a person 

who can trace his/her genealogy from this group knows his/her role in society. In other 

words, the person does not suffer from identity crisis because his/her social position is well 

defined. 

 

The other group of people have no descent at all. This attitude is well expressed by W/o 

Bafäna as follows: 

 

... ¾Úª MÏ ›Mq k” ²^i ¾ukKvƒ ²S” ... ›Ç=e ›uv �”Ç=I ¾²[-u=e 
Ñ<a• J“ ƒp`;$ �ÁK< �”v†¨<” u}ÚTÅÆƒ Ñ<”à‰†¨< LÃ Á¨`Æƒ 
ËS`-�”Å¨ƒa›†¨<:: (Ñê: 57) 
 
 A period whereby the sons of the gentlefolk disappeared only to be replaced by 

upstarts of the  day. Shall Addis Abäba become such a dungeon filled with the 

insignificant  base. Her tears  beginto flow down her wrinkled cheeks as usual. 
 

For both Ato Abatä and W/o Bafäna individuals are not created equal. As there are the purest 

pedigrees, so are the dregs of humanity who have no traceable family tree at all.  W/o Bafäna 

manifests her bitterness on the seemingly changing human relationship. According to her, the 

city becomes a dwelling place for people who cannot trace their genealogy from the perfect 

family tree. For her they simply sprout out of nowhere. Consequently, this kind of people 

should not be treated in the same manner with those who belong to the  ‘golden’ descent. An 

example of this group, according to Ato Abatä is Haylämaryam. He talks of Haylämaryam as 

a person who has no family origin, hence lacks the qualities of a human being. 

 

The third group of people have lineage, but it is a crippled  one. In fact, these group of people 

are almost identical with those who have no descent at all. However, the way Ato Abatä 
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speaks of Haylämaryam as a person without a family origin, exhibits a slight modification 

from the manner he talks of Lulit. He states:  

 

u²`U J’ ve}ÇÅÓ �Ÿ<ÁI ›ÃÅK‹U:: ›Ø”} cv^ SJ“E” cU‰KG<:: .... 
( Ñê: 113 ) 
 
 She is not  on a par with you neither by birth nor in upbringing. I have heard that she 

is from a low social class. 
 

Here, Ato Abatä appears to admit that Lulit can trace her ancestry, but hers is not considered 

human. This is so because the qualities that make Abärra human are not her attributes. For 

both Ato Abatä and W/o Bafäna human relationship should be based on this awareness. 

Those who belong to the pure progeny should stay in their circles. This includes shunning 

every relationship with other groups of people. This concern for equality of social position 

and  descent forces W/o Bafäna to say: 

MÎ ›Ø”… Ø\ ¾J’ T>eƒ ›Ów}I ¾MÏ MÎ” eT@ ›Áƒ }wÂ �”ÉVƒ 
wKÅ`Ñ˜ U“Kuƒ; .... (Ñê: 59-60) 
 
My son, why don't you marry a girl from a notable family and let me be able to kiss 

my grand child, and then be called a grandmother and die 
 

The consciousness of W/o Bafäna and Ato Abatä is moulded by the ‘biologising’ of human 

relations. The issues of ‘bone’ and ‘blood’ are important in their social lives. W/o Bafäna 

does not want to see her offspring contaminated and spoiled by an association with the  

‘crippled descent’, as a result she begs her son to marry a woman who traces her ancestry 

from a noble birth. The human alienation that is exhibited in Kadmas Bašagär is not limited 

to the ‘biologising’ of social relations. There is also another social system that considers a 

woman as prey and servant to man’s pleasure, hence reveals a different aspect of alienation. 

 

The human alienation that regards a woman as an object is best manifested through 

prostitution. This interaction of people is based on ‘thing-ificiaton’ which is a relationship 

among things. Concerning this kind of relationship, Axelos (1976:116) states: “… 
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Prostitution is based on a commercial relationship that makes the one who prostitutes   even 

more alienated and alienating than the one who is prostituted”. As this assertion explains it is 

money that determines the human interaction, thus a woman becomes a commodity that one 

buys and uses. Let us see how this is revealed in the  text:  

... ›u^ ÇK?ª có wKA ¾K¾‹¨<”“ c=Ñv �”ÅK?KA‡ ¨Ÿ¡ ÁLK‹Kƒ” c?ƒ 
S`Ù # }ÓÅ`Ç] ÙU ›Ç]...$ �ÁK �Ïª” Ãµ �¾ÑA<}Kƒ ¨Å ¨<eØ Ñv:: 
K?KA‡ up“ƒ ›Ã” qÇª” Ñð÷ƒ::.... ( Ñê: 46) 
 
Abärra saw and selected the one  with broad hips the one who did not show any 

interest towards him. He  held  her hand and dragged her inside saying "one who 

pretends to have eaten, will pass the night without food…" The rest of the women 

pealed her skin with their envious eyes. 
 

When Abärra enters the room the first thing he does is choose an object that he thinks is 

going to satisfy his lust. Since he has no human interest on his object of pleasure, the woman 

he wants to seduce is selected by the width of her hips, just like any other commodity. The 

quality of this commodity he chooses is also a sense of humanity in relation to others, since 

she does not present herself to be used out rightly. Nevertheless it is his money that gives him 

the right to treat his object in any way he likes. As a result, he drags her in, like an entity that 

has no free will other than that of its master. This situation reveals the dehumanization of a 

fellow person. When a relationship is based on a human basis, love is exchanged only for 

love. However, in Abärra’s situation he does not even see the woman in his life. She is in fact 

not a human being, but a sexual object, since he comes to her only for the material act of 

semen secretion. The woman on her part seems to accept her dehumanized situation as 

normal. The jealousy of the other women throws light on the way she and her colleagues 

perceive their condition. Their outlook is the demonstration of their reified  consciousness, 

regarding the relationship  of man and woman. Similar to the view of Abärra, Haylämaryam 

says of them:  

 

KK¨<Ø ÁIM  ƒ“”ƒ Ÿg`S<× Ò` ›LÅ`Ÿ<U:: Ö[“†¨< �¾cK†˜ H@ÇDM:: 
 ( Ñê: 15) 
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Just for a change I did not pass the previous night with a harlot. Their smell  has 

began boring me. 
 

Haylämaryam expresses of prostitutes as if they are all one. For him, these women have no 

individual essences because they are synonymous with what they do for living. In other 

words, they are the prostitution itself. It should be noted here that it is those persons who take 

part in the act that degrade and regard the women profane.  

 

As Axelos pointed out earlier, the most alienated and alienating are those people who 

prostitute rather than those who are prostituted. This is so because these persons refuse the 

humanity of others. An individual who rejects the human essence of another does not 

comprehend what the meaning of human relationship is. Consequently, this kind of person is 

alienated from him/her self and alienating others by his/her practices. However, when this 

kind of person possesses wealth, it is easy for him/her to dehumanize others for his/her 

selfish interests. The power of money compels the prostitutes to remain in their condition, 

since no one can survive without its authority. Therefore, the prostitutes become alienated 

from their communal nature and continue to be sexual commodities. Accepting the institution 

of prostitution and participating in its continuation expose the deformity of one’s 

consciousness. Hence, a person who is both an actor and initiator of prostitution exhibits 

his/her alienation from his/her social nature. The prostitutes are not the only members of the 

society who are the victims of the separation of man from man. We also come across 

prisoners who are deprived of their human essence as  will be examined below.  

 

Theoretically, a prison is believed to be an institution that aims at correcting people who are 

regarded as causes of social evils. However, what one observes in this establishment is total 

depersonalization. It is a place where people alienate from themselves by acting contrary to 
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their human nature. The following is the condition of a certain jail that we come across in 

Kadmas Bašagär 

 

... u¨I’> u?~ S˜K u?ƒ ¨<eØ  ÁK¨< Ÿ\p ¾T>ÑKT¨< ¾cÑ^ ÓTƒ& 
¾S˜K xK Øuƒ“ c¨< J• SðÖ`” ¾T>ÁeÖL¨< ›cnm ƒõÓõÓ& 
K[ÏU Ñ>²? ¨<G ’¡„ƒ ¾TÁ¨<k¨< ¾c¨< ÑL ¡`óƒ&  ¾g^“ ¾´“w 
ÝT−‹ ØUvƒ& ŸÅ[p Øl` Çx“ Ÿ[Ò Øl` ¾ia ÊŸ? K?L �IM [e„ 
¾Ÿ[S ¾c¨< ƒ”ói iK- ›−”&....(Ñê: 148-149)  
 

The stench of faeces in the prison bed room, the narrow and over crowded sleeping 

place that make one hate life, the odor of human body denied of water for a long 

period, the pervasive stink of canvas shoes and boots, the bad odor of human breath 

that comes out of a mouth that has forgotten good food except for dry, dark bread and 

black baked cold sauce  made of pea powder.  
 

The above described prison reveals no human element. It seems a place where human beings 

are treated like dirt. The stench of a human waste, the overcrowded room, the suffocation, the 

stink of human body and shoes and the offensive smell of human breath manifest the total 

degradation of man. These people are treated even less than animals, hence they can be 

described as sub-humans. The structure of the prison is called a rehabilitation center while it 

operates as an instrument of dehumanization. The prisoners are alienated not only from 

themselves but also from ‘real’ human beings by a wire mesh which serves as an agent of 

separation. Their situation forces them to be detached from their human qualities. Abärra 

conceives of their state as follows:  

ŸIÃ¨ƒ ScLM e` S¨<Åp  ¾c¨<”  ÃK<˜K& ¡w`“ Ÿ<^ƒ ¾~” ÁIM 
�”ÅT>Ñõ KSËS]Á Ñ>²?  ¾›Ã” Ue¡` J• eK}[Ç¨< ›Ç=e ›Ã’ƒ 
õ`Gƒ ›Å[uƒ::.... ( Ñê: 151) 

 

Being an eye witness and coming to an understanding of how  far falling under the 

ladder of life reaps  off human  decency, honour and pride for the first time,  he felt  a 

new sort of fear. 
 

The relationship that is seen among the prisoners exhibits a total lack of respect for another. 

Because of the inhuman treatment they witness everyday, the concepts of free will, privacy, 

dignity, esteem and the like are dispossessed of the inmates. In short, they behave as objects 

which are insensitive for everything that happens around them. As a result, whatever they do, 
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they do it without interest and commitment . This again manifests, the convicts alienation 

from their social nature. We can further examine the alienation of these prisoners by taking  a 

close look at the nature of their work. We read:  

�e[™‡  ¾T>c\ƒ e^ U”U Öw ¾T>M ’Ñ` ¾K¨<U:: U¡”Á~U& 
¾T>qõ\ƒ S_ƒ T%ç“E” ’õÒ†¨< �’c<U GÃL†¨<”“ Mv†¨<” 
eLMe×Dƒ ’¨<:: �dD ¾’`c<& �’`c< ¾dD ›"M ›ÃÅK<U::.... (Ñê: 185) 
 
Whatever the prisoners did was of no avail. The reason for this  is that  the ground 

that they dug did not offer them her power and they themselves did not give her their 

energy and  their heart. Neither was she theirs, nor were they part of her. 
 

The activity of human beings should be conscious and free, because fundamentally, work is 

an essential expression of one’s life. The history of human societies is very much connected 

with production that is aimed at satisfying one’s material needs. Work allows people to 

survive. The work that the prisoners do, however, does not allow them to express themselves. 

Basically, their labour is not a free and conscious activity, rather it is something which is 

imposed on the workers without their own will. They have no need to satisfy from their 

activity because the relationship between them and the work is non existent. Since the 

prisoners have no connection with their activities, there is nothing that comes out as the fruit 

of their labour. The convicts are alienated from their labour because they do not consider 

toiling on the land as their means of livelihood. For production to be the essence of human 

beings, it should be purposive. However, as long as the prisoners are reduced to the level of a 

machine, their labour is alienated from both its product and labourer.  

 

The state of the prisoners as we have examined manifests the dehumanization of the 

institution. The convict labour that is imposed on them aggravates their alienation instead of 

providing purposive activity. All in all, what the ‘biologising’ of human relations, the state of 

the prostitutes and the condition of the prisoners reveal is the way the social system is 

structured on the basis of the alienation of man from man. However, there are individuals 
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who believe themselves to be different on the ground of their reasoning ability. This point 

takes us to the discussion of intellectual alienation which is the next topic of discussion. 

 

        5.2 Intellectual Alienation 

The people who are  considered intellectuals in this section are people with first and second 

degrees. These people who are going to be examined, have studied abroad, hence developed 

a different view of the world compared to the laity whose consciousness is reified. 

Intellectuals critically question the social institutions and advocate change. Consequently, 

conflicting positions are established between western educated intellectuals and the ordinary 

people, who value their cultural heritages. The intellectuals refuse to integrate with their 

communities accepted way of life. As a result, their code of conduct makes them alienate 

from other people. They cannot identify themselves with the people, even though they seem 

to live in harmony with the rules and regulations of the community. We consider the case of 

Haylämaryam here, by scrutinizing the following statement. 

 

...  eK ^c< ¾T>Åwk¨ ’Ñ` ¾KU:: eK c¨< c=“Ñ`U òƒ Kòƒ ’¨<:: KÇ=Á 
¾T>Á¨<lƒ ›=ƒÄåÁ¨<Á” Ÿ\p Ãgg<KM:: K?KA‹ vÒ×T> U¡”Áƒ 
¾}ª¨lƒ ÅÓV ÃI c¨< �wÉ ’¨ �”È uTKƒ Ã²vu~uKM:: ŸmM 
¾T>qØ\ƒU ›K<:: (Ñê: 15) 

 

He has nothing to hide about himself. He was straight  forward while talking about 

other men. Hence, Ethiopians who knew him shied away from him. Others who 

happened to know him casually asked and wondered if he was a lunatic. There are 

also some who considered him a fool. 
 

The behavior of Haylämaryam  violates the moral code of the society. He frankly explains 

about himself and talks about others candidly. This kind of conduct is not a desirable quality 

from a ‘cultured’ member of the society. Some consider his deviation as a case of a 

psychopath, others consider him a fool. This is so because he refuses to comply with the 

moral code that the majority upholds. As a result his fellow countrymen alienate him. It 

should be noticed that it is the Ethiopians who recognize his personality that estrange him. 
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This situation presupposes that his outlook is regarded deviant in a limited context. 

Haylämaryam pursues higher education in a different social setting, hence his consciousness 

is not reified as those of his fellow country men. There  seems to be another community that 

treats people like Haylämaryam with due respect by giving value  to  their world view. 

However, Haylämaryam lives in a community that abhors intellectuals who critically 

question its different social institutions. Consequently, he prefers to shun all relationship with 

people around him and  confines to his own affairs. His relationship is with inanimate objects 

as the following statement exposes: 

... ¾}k××K c=Í^& ¾}²[Ò SêNõ“ ›”É w`ßq ¨<eŸ= ¾Mw ÕÅ™Š 
“†¨<& Ÿ’`c< Ò` eJ” �´““KG<& ÃLM ›²¨<ƒa:: (Ñê: 17) 
 
A lighted cigarette, an open book and a glass of whisky are my best friends; when I 

am with them I relax. He frequently said. 
 

The above quotation reveals Haylämaryam’s disappointment with human relations. He does 

not try to alter the perspective of his society by preaching change. The more his people 

alienate him, the more he distances himself from them. Hence, what gives meaning to his life 

appears to be a cigarette, a book and a glass of whisky. The phrase ‘my best friends’ 

elaborates how detached he is from the human race. As a result, he seems to spend almost all 

of his time with them than trying to socialize. His closeness to books shapes the way he sees 

himself in relation to the world. Hence, even if his perspective is multi-dimensional, he is 

inward looking. Since he boldly expresses his view he seems to accept his alienation. The 

following is what he states regarding this point. 

...  �’@U Ÿ²=I ›Ã’~ vIM ¨<ß ’˜:: ¾Teu¨<”“ ¾T>cT˜” ŸSÓKØ 
MqÖw ›M‹MU:: ÃI” KTÉ[Ó ÅV ¨’@ ÁeðMÒM::.. (Ñê: 36) 
 
I am outside of such culture. I cannot refrain myself from expressing what I think and 

what I feel. To do this courage is required.  
 

Haylämaryam knows that his view is rejected by the majority, however, he considers himself 

a hero, since raising questions which no one else dares to ask calls for courage and 
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determination. This quality, as Haylämaryam describes, makes one a dignified person. This 

seems the reason he calls Abärra who conforms to the rules and regulations of his society, as 

an ordinary person as follows: 

...  ¨’@ ¾KIU:: Ó” ›Mð`ÉwIU:: KU”; }^ c¨< ’I:: }^ c¨< ÅV 
""vu=¨< Ò` SSdcM ›Kuƒ:: ... ( Ñê: 127) 
 
You don't have a gut. But I don't blame you. Why? Because you are a common 

person and a common person needs to be similar with his surrounding. 
 

The ordinary people Haylämaryam talks about, have a reified consciousness as mentioned 

earlier. Consequently, the social relationship that is based on confirming to the status quo is 

considered legitimate. Nevertheless, people like Abärra and Haylämaryam obtain education 

that helps them see the artificial rules that exercise power over their creators. This awareness  

differentiates them from the laity. In other words, they are not ordinary people. However, 

intellectuals like Abärra follow the course of the common people, because according to 

Hylämaryam they are cowards. Their actions of conformation strengthen accepted social 

customs.  

 

Intellectuals, for Hylämaryam are superior to the crowd by virtue of their critical, creative 

and contemplative faculty of mind. Therefore, they have to show the society a different 

meaning of human existence. However, it is not the   alienation of intellectuals from their 

society that takes prominence in Kadmas Bašagär but their alienation from themselves. Both 

Abärra and Haylämaryam feel that they are acting contrary to their true selves.  The 

following quotation shows how Haylämaryam discloses their   situation. 

 

...  �— Ó” ¾U”ðMÑ¨<” ›“¨<pU ...  õKÒ LÃ ’”:: ¾’<a¨<” IK<¨<“ 
v¨k“ vL¨k c¨< SGM SÓvvƒ K=•` ›Ã‹MU... �— Ó” uU”U ’Ñ` 
›“U”U:: �U’ƒ ¾K”U... ^d‹””' T”’K‹”” eKT“¨<p:: u^d‹” LÃ 
�”"D” �U’ƒ u=•[” U“Kuƒ; eK^d‹” ¾¨<’~” w“¨<p! KÑ³  ^d‹” 
�”"D” KT˜ w”J”.... ( Ñê: 129) 
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But we don't know what we want… we are on search. There can't be an agreement 

between one who knows the basis of his life and  another one who doesn't. However, 

we do not believe in anything. We  have no faith because we don't know about the 

what of ourselves. Why don't we at least have faith in ourselves? If we only knew the  

truth about ourselves, and  be faithful to ourselves…." 
 

According to the above cited  text both Abärra and Haylämaryam do not know the purpose of 

their existence. They long for finding the essence of  their lives through their intellect. 

However, since they do not get the meaning of their lives they become critical and skeptical. 

Both are not sure about their convictions, hence do not know the truth about themselves. In 

short, they are alienated from themselves by acting self-destructively. What takes precedence 

in the thoughts of Abärra and Haylämaryam is the need to express their true essence. The 

desire to realize the crux of self is the concern of Abärra  from the beginning. Abärra feels 

that he is hampered from exercising his free will and that is why he compares the freedom of 

a certain fly with  his inability from doing whatever he wants to do freely. (Kadmas Bašagär, 

p. 6 -7) His imprisonment in a situation that does not allow self-fulfillment compels him to 

critically contemplate about his state. Since he is well educated, his perception of  the world  

is very much connected with the education he received. However, he has doubts over his 

intellectual achievements. He reflects: 

 

... ¾ƒUI`ƒ ¯LT¨< �Á”Ç”Æ c¨< ^c<”' T”’~”' ¾}ðØa ‹KAK¨<” 
�”Ç=Á¨<p TÉ[Ó ’u`:: �’@ Ó” T” ’˜; (Ñê: 8) 
 
The objective of education is to enable each individual to be aware of himself and to 

recognize his own natural potential. But who am I? 

 

Abärra has faced identity crisis in terms of self-realization. For him the educational 

institution does not enable a certain individual to express him/herself complying with his/her 

natural bent. when one knows his/her  place in the world, it could be said that he/she fulfils 

his/herself. However, acting contrary to one’s essence leads to frustration that brings the 

alienation of self from its true identity. Similarly, Abärra suffers from self alienation by not 

fulfilling himself since he is not able to express himself in agreement with his inner desire. 
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His frustration pressures him to conform to the customs of his society. Unlike Haylämaryam 

he does not prefer to be alienated both from himself and other people. But the need for 

freedom haunts him. His ‘ordinary’ way of life does not bring him the meaning of humanity 

that  he ardently seeks. As a result he wonders about it.  

 

... SŠ ÃJ” ’é’ƒ ›Ó˜Š ¾^c?” õLÔƒ KSŸ}M ¾UËU[¨<;....(Ñê: 112) 
 

 When would be the time when I could secure my own freedom and start following  

my own free will?…. 
 

The above utterance of Abärra presupposes that there are obstacles to one’s self fulfillment. 

He seems to sacrifice his own needs for pleasing others. Though he has his own free will, he  

is not able to find ways to employ it within the framework of the social circumstances. He 

seems to overcome his self alienation in prison because he has got the opportunity to freely 

realize his true self. Hylämaryam also appears to recognize the social circumstances that 

impel one to act self-destructively. He states: 

 

eK ‹Ó`“ eKw†˜’ƒ KS´ð” õLÔƒ ¾K˜U:: Séõ ¾UðMÑ¨< eK ›KU 
¨<uƒ“ eKc¨< }ðØa Sc[K© Ø\’ƒ& �”Ç=G<U c¨< u^c< ¾^c<” 
ÅI”’ƒ �”ÇÁÑ˜ eKT>ÁÅ“pñƒ G<’@K−‹“ ›"vu=−‹ ’¨<::... (Ñê: 49) 
 
I  don't have the desire to sing about problem and loneliness. What I want to write is 

about the beauty of the  world and  man's basic natural goodness and what conditions 

and environment hinders man from obtaining his own safety. 
 

Haylämaryam recognizes that human relationship deteriorates because of man-made 

principles. He seems  to acknowledge the beauty  of the world and the essential constructive 

nature of humanity. However, the structure of society hinders one from his/her innate self 

acknowledgment. Haylämaryam wants to philosophize and write about the constraints that 

make self alienation prevalent. Although he does not state what these constraints are the 

social circumstances that act as agents of one’s destruction of self seem to pervade his 

thought. In short, what he wants to depict is how society works against individual freedom of 
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choice. Hylämaryam’s engrossment in literary activities seems to be his way of overcoming 

both his self alienation and the alienation of himself from his community. 

 

What we can observe from the intellectuals is how dereified consciousness confronts culture 

and society. Even though the society wants to shape its members according to its image, the 

intellectuals as we have observed refuse to enhance accepted systems of thought. 

Consequently, they cannot exercise their own free will within the framework of human 

possibilities. All in all, the aspects of alienation that we have examined in Kadmas Bašagär 

expose how human beings are constrained against their will and interest by the social 

structure of the society they live in. 
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Conclusion 

 

Any production of literature, as a manifestation of human interaction, can be effectively 

examined from the perspective of any theory that focuses on human nature and social 

relationship. True, every theory develops within a limited context aiming at definite goals 

within the framework of restricted social situations. Marx's theory of alienation is no 

exception. 

 

Even though Marx devotedly works to propose methods to abolish, annihilate and transcend 

alienation, what is attempted to achieve in this present study is not showing a way of 

overcoming alienation. Alienation is used in this paper as a descriptive concept that sheds 

light on the human relation that is left undescribed by previous researchers. Alienation as we 

have observed helps to examine the conditions of man in a society whose members are 

separated on the basis of ' false consciousness'. As a rule the prevalence of alienation is 

assumed to lead to violence and its subsequent change. This is the rationale that Marx sets 

out to propose a kind of system that helps to restore man to himself as a human being. 

 

However, what one observes predominantly, from the analysis of alienation in the selected 

three novels is conformations of the status quo rather than movements for change. The 

societies that we find in all the three novels exhibit similar world views. Among the things 

that link all the selected literary works there are found the 'biologising' of human 

relationships and few people who are non conformists to the social rules. We can mention 

Fitawrari Mäšäša, W/o Asägaš  and Ato Abatä  along  with his mother who believe in the 

roles  of ' bone' and 'blood' in determining  one's social status. The perspectives of these 

people as we  have examined gain  solid  support by the institutionalized ideology. In  Fįk'įr 

įskä Mäk'abįr  priests like Abba Mogäse interpret The Bible to help perpetuate the 
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separation of man from man. In Adäfrįs we find Abba Addise explicate the word of God in 

support of human alienation . In Kadmas Bašagär  we do not see priests elucidating The 

Book as in the other novels . However, there is an indication of the grip of religion  in the 

way  W/o Bafäna  propounds her attitude. 

 

The concept of reified consciousness controls the lives of the society in the three novels. This 

is the reason we come across different features of the alienation of man from man in all of 

them. In fact, the distinct social settings disclosed in the literary pieces direct to the 

examination of particular aspects of alienation . For instance, we read of modern education 

and its impacts only in Adäfrįs  and Kadmas Bašagär. Again , the type of education we talk 

about in Adäfrįs  differs from that of Kadmas Bašagär . Because of this,  we observe  

aspects of alienation  that  are  typical  of each novel. For example, we have examined 

alienation from self in Fįk'įr įskä Mäk'abįr that takes place due to outside impositions and 

loss of freedom. This concept resembles the intellectual alienation of Kadmas Bašagär in its 

essential nature. However, Bäzabįh and Säbläwängel are prohibited from materializing their 

biological and social natures. What their basic need is expressing their social and biological 

nature both by participating in the production of materials and procreation processes. In 

contrast, the intellectuals, Abärra and Haylämaryam concentrate on the purpose of their 

existence. 

 

For them finding their true selves is realizing their innate potential for the  good of mankind. 

The demand to participate in production of material goods and procreation  for them are 

trivial activities that are attributes of the common people. This is so because the psyche of 

Bäzabįh and Säbläwängel  is shaped  within  the structure of their society. Whereas the view  

of the  intellectuals surpasses the framework of their community. 
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The education that forces Abärra and Haylämaryam  to raise the issue of self- realization 

does not make Adäfrįs  to contemplate about  the purpose  of his existence. The knowledge 

that Adäfrįs accumulates about the society focuses on their backward status. His aim is to 

criticize every way of living without analyzing the world view of the society. The education 

of Adäfrįs manifests crisis because of its inability of bridging the gap between the 

community and the educated elite. As a result, it serves as an instrument of alienation from 

the society instead of teaching students to realize their potentials for  the benefit of their 

community. It seems that the educated elites that are found in Adäfrįs feel the alienation of 

themselves from their society necessary. There is an element of self alienation in their 

attitude because the education these elites obtain brings forth identity crisis.  In short, the 

alienation from self that is revealed in the three novels is manifested in different forms. 

 

The notion of dereified consciousness is also exhibited in the selected literary works. The 

main proponent of this world view in Fįk'įr įskä Mäk'abįr is Gudu Kasa, who strives  to 

preach change. His awareness of the artificiality of the social rules, however, alienates him. 

Consequently, he is unable to fulfill his dreams. Unlike Gudu Kasa, Abäjä  Bäläw who  

rebels against the system of dehumanization, on the basis of his limited knowledge  becomes 

successful through physical confrontation. He becomes victorious in dereifying the 

consciousness of some of the underprivileged members of  his society. In contrast to the 

people mentioned above the persons in Adäfrįs and Kadmas Bašagär seem to limit their 

knowledge  to themselves.  Even though Adäfrįs tries to propagate change, his ideas are not 

based  on in -depth  understanding of the community. As a matter of fact, he is not a member 

of the society that he aspires to change. However, Ato T'įso who has a thorough knowledge 

of the social life, and Ato Wäldu who reflectively grasps the ways of his society do not see 

the need to dereify  the consciousness of their  people   by teaching  a new way  of  
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perceiving  human  relationship. Similarly the intellectuals in Kadmas Bašagär seem to 

confine in their own search for the purpose of their existence rather than informing the 

community about their reified consciousness. 

 

We observe a certain order that unifies the society of the three novels. We should notice that 

the factor that moulds the outlook of all the three societies is reified consciousness, that 

believes in the past, receives change as sordid and does not look to the future. In Fįk'įr įskä 

Mäk'abįr, we see a  'traditional' community whose world view is shaped after the religious 

system. Therefore, religion helps as a unifying element of the system that is based on human 

alienation .The need to change the view of the community is revealed through Gudu Kasa 

who obtained church education. When we come to Adäfrįs we witness no change regarding 

the outlook of the society. However, we notice difference because of the commencement of 

modern education. The introduction of modern education however, does not help to alleviate 

the human condition. Instead, what comes to the fore is identity crisis and the further 

separation of people through the formation of various modern institutions. The need to 

change the status quo comes through the member of the education system who does not even 

recognize the ways of the society. The education that is introduced in Adäfrįs appears to 

reach at its peak in Kadmas Bašagär.   The community again does not change its 

perspectives. However, the education produces intellectuals who are confused of their social 

position and  role. What takes priority for these people is not changing the lives of their 

fellow human beings but realizing their true selves. What this structure reveals is the different 

stages that the society reaches through time. What is more, we see no fundamental change in 

the human relationship. The changes that come due to modern education further introduce 

different aspects of alienation that play no role in the betterment of human interaction. The 
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attempt to shake the foundations of this structure as we have examined becomes futile, since 

the system is built on a rigid social consciousness. 

 

The appropriation of Marx's thought of alienation is hoped to vividly describe the social 

interaction that is manifested in the three literary pieces. The social analysis that is 

undertaken in this study, as indicated in the first chapter is based on the texts themselves. 

This approach to the explication of the selected literary texts as we have observed exposes 

the structure and nature of various systems of thought that provide firm ground for the 

different aspects of alienation to actively operate in the lives of the represented people. 
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